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In memory of Professor Antoni Zabłudowski
Professor Antoni Jan Zabłudowski
(1947-2012)
In June of this year, passed away Professor Antoni Zabłudowski, Dean of the Fac-
ulty of Telecommunications and Electrical Engineering, the author of 76 articles and
15 unpublished works, 5 monographs, member of the Technical Cybernetics Polish
Academy of Sciences, Section of Electronics and Telecommunications of the Polish
Academy of Sciences and the Scientific Society of Bydgoszcz. Promoter of over 150
masters engineers, about 40 engineers, three doctors, two doctoral supervisor under
the PhD, reviewer of 8 doctoral dissertations and two postdoctoral works.
Almost all his science life Professor Zabłudowski was associated with the cur-
rent University, initially College of Engineering, later transformed in 1974 into the
Academy of Technology and Agriculture, and in 2006 into the University of Technol-
ogy and Life Sciences.
In the year of 1964 professor Zabłudowski started to study in College of Engineering on the department of telecommunications and
Electrical Engineering which he graduated in 1968 with a electrical engineer degree. Already during studies he was fascinated with
most advanced modern electronics what he proved writing his thesis titled "Digital frequency meter". He designed and constructed
this meter on his own basing on transistors. In the beginning of his career, for a short time he was working in Department of
Electronic Engineering of Computing as a hardware conservator. After 6 months he comes back to University. During work as an
Assistant at the same time he was studying mathematics on Nicolaus Copernicus University in Torun. Acquired theoretical and
practical knowledge and experience gained in the work allowed him to prepare and defend a master thesis "Probabilistic automats
languages". Further scientific career of Professor Zabşudowski is related to the analysis and optimization of telecommunications
networks. Her first step was to obtain the title of doctor of technical sciences, given to him by Gdansk University of Technology
with a thesis "Optimization of telecommunication networks with alternative routes selection rule". Collaboration with Professor
Seidler led to the preparation of postdoctoral degree thesis "Algorithms of network optimization topological structures", so he
obtained a title of assistant professor specializing in telecommunications.
Regardless of the theoretical work related to telecommunications networks and computing, a significant part of his activities in the
80-ies of the last century, he devoted to the practical application and implementation work carried out for the industry. As examples
of his activities can serve the following projects:
• Selected aspects of computer network design methodology. Research work carried out as part of the departmental problem
RI-14;
• Digital subscriber line system 2B + D ISDN system to work with the subscriber’s telephone exchange. Work carried out in
the target project funded by the KBN (Polish Comity of sciences research) No. 8 8,404 91 C;
• Project of a diagnostic tool for assess of the sustainability of switching-extinguishing systems of HV circuit breakers, made
and implemented to operate on behalf of the Northern District of Energy;
• Tester of programmable switching field module made for Telkom-Telfa.
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An important area of theoretical work carried out at that time under the direction of Professor Zabłudowski, was the analysis of the
properties of multilevel pseudo-random number sequences generated over the body of Galois GF (2k) and GF (p).
In the early 90’s, Professor Zabłudowski received from the Ministry of Defense proposal to build a dispatch-conference system for
the military. This system had to meet the following functions - transmission, switching and computing. To meet this challenge
Professor Zabłudowski decided that it is necessary to create a competent team consisted of the young graduates of the University.
As a result, it seemed, by hazardous idea, its objective has been achieved, as evidenced by the fact that the system CDK has been
designed, built and implemented, and, despite the passage of years, it is working successfully in the armed forces till today.
On the basis of the experiences achieved during CDK system design, the communication system for railways was created. This
system joined the old analog communication system with the new digital one. At the request of the Town Hall of Bydgoszcz
the team has participated in the development and implementation of the "Safe City" project, which allows the monitoring and
controlling operations of municipal services in crisis situations.
At the same time, at the request of the Military Institute of Communications, a team led by Professor Zabłudowski made a model
of electronic switch for internal communication of mobile means of transport for audio and data transmission.
In 2003 Kuiawian-Pomeranian Information Network (KPSI) was established, whose mission was to build a broadband network for
Kuiawian-Pomeranian region. Vice President of the company was Professor Zabłudowski, who represented both the University of
Technology and Life Sciences, and served as project manager and technical supervisor of its implementation.
By working with KPSI the team participated in a number of projects related to the design of broadband networks for Kuiawian-
Pomeranian and Mazovia regions. Developed the concept of building WiMax radio network in the province of Kuiawian-
Pomeranian implemented under the Regional Operational Project. Developed an analysis of the use of fiber optics in distribution
network district - municipality for the construction of the access network in the district of Chełmno and performed a case study of
installation for Wimax in the county of Tuchola, prepared fiber optic network project with the feasibility study and the functional
utility program for the city Wąbrzeźno and fiber network project with feasibility study and functional-utility program for the district
of Tuchola with Tuchola town.
Experience with the design methodology of regional networks has been collected and published in the form of papers which are a
kind of handbook for designers for this type of networks.
In recent years the scope of the work of his team was expanded to include issues of wireless sensor networks.
In addition to the practical tasks, Professor Zabłudowski run the theoretical research related to the modeling of telecommunication
networks with the help of regular graphs. The result of analysis and research are several papers. Interest in this subject has also
resulted establishing close cooperation with the University of Aalborg. For several years, regular meetings and workshops, which
made the exchange of experiences, there are set the way forward on issues of interest to both parties. The result of these meetings,
are a number of joint publications published in journals or presented at international conferences. How close is the cooperation and
how sincerely enjoyed Professor Zabłudowski person was evidenced by the fact that he was invited to provide lecture at doctoral
study, as well as he was a member of the commission of doctoral dissertation at the University of Aalborg, issuing opinions on
applications for the position of Associate Professor. Planning was also the issue of releasing of a textbook for students discussing
the methodology of designing networks.
Unfortunately, the premature death meant that left us an outstanding scientist and magnificent man of whom we will always
remember.
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Abstract. In the paper the designing project
(plan) of Tuchola City broadband IP optical net-
work has been presented. The extended version
of network plan constitute technical part of net-
work Feasibility Study, that it is expected to be
implemented in Tuchola and be financed from
European Regional Development Funds. The
network plan presented in the paper contains
both topological structure of fiber optic network
as well as the active equipment for the net-
work. In the project described in the paper it has
been suggested to use Modular Cable System -
MCS for passive infrastructure and Metro Eth-
ernet technology for active equipment. The pre-
sented solution provides low cost of construc-
tion (CAPEX), ease of implementation of the
network and low operating cost (OPEX). More-
over the parameters of installed Metro Ethernet
switches in the network guarantee the scalabil-
ity of the network for at least 10 years.
1 Introduction
The total volume of traffic carried in broadband IP net-
work is determined by the usage of different applica-
tions implemented in the network. All services offered
to the users in the highest technology network impact on
the one hand on the network layers realization and on
the other one on income gained from network operation.
Starting with 2008, Cisco has issued three successive re-
ports [1, 2, 3] that concerns to IP traffic estimation. These
reports analyze all segments of IP traffic and show the ten-
dency of traffic changes. The reports show that the great-
est increase of total traffic concerns to residential users.
Moreover reports show that:
1. In 2014, the Internet will be four times larger (in traf-
fic sense) than it was in 2009.
2. Global IP traffic will quadruple from 2009 to 2014.
Overall, IP traffic will grow at a compound annual
growth rate (CAGR) of 34 percent.
3. Annual global IP traffic will exceed three-quarters of
a zettabyte (767 exabytes per year or 64 exabytes per
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month) in the year 2014.
4. Global Internet video traffic will surpass global peer-
to-peer (P2P) traffic by the end of 2010, so P2P traf-
fic will not be the largest Internet traffic type. The
global online video community will surpass 1 billion
users by the end of 2010.
5. Video communications traffic growth is accelerating
and will increase sevenfold from 2009 to 2014.
6. Real-time video is growing in importance. By 2014,
Internet TV will be over 8 percent of consumer In-
ternet traffic, and ambient video will be an additional
5 percent of consumer Internet traffic. Live TV has
gained substantial ground in the past few years. Con-
sumer IPTV and CATV traffic will grow at a 33 per-
cent CAGR between 2009 and 2014.
7. Globally, mobile data traffic will double every year
through 2014, increasing 39 times between 2009 and
2014. Mobile data traffic will grow at a compound
annual growth rate (CAGR) of 108 percent between
2009 and 2014, reaching 3.6 exabytes per month by
2014. Almost 66 percent of the world’s mobile data
traffic will be video by 2014.
The expectations for total transferred volume traffic
in actual broadband IP network discussed above impacts
mainly on the structure of such network. Such huge vol-
ume traffic requires efficient backbone network for traffic
transfer from one hand, and high bandwidth access lines
from the other one. Currently, Telecomm Operators in-
vest gigantic funds to improve backbone infrastructure,
i.e. switching and transport layers of broadband IP net-
work. Only few of them however invest money into ac-
cess layer of the network, as improvement of this network
layer requires investment expenses.
OECD statistics [9] for 2nd quarter of year 2010 shows
that Poland broadband infrastructure seen as the penetra-
tion of broadband access lines locates Poland on one of
the last places among OECD countries regarding. The av-
erage penetration of broadband access lines in Poland is
12 lines per 100 citizens where 7 ones of them are im-
plemented in ADSL technology and 4 of them are im-
plemented in DOCSIS technology (cable TV). In Pol-
ish network there are almost no FTTH technology access
lines. It is result of very limited investments in fiber in-
frastructure in all layers of the network. In Fig. 1 there
has been shown six years historical series of broadband
access lines penetration for two most advanced counties,
namely Korea and Japan, Poland for comparison with Ko-
rea and Japan, and OECD as an average of all OECD
countries [10].
Currently, the broadband networks, co-financed with
the European funds, are starting to be deployed in
many different regions of Poland. In previous financ-
ing period, that has took place in years 2004÷2006,
the only Kujawsko-Pomorskie region broadband network,
has been successfully implemented [9]. In current fi-
nancing period (2007÷2013) the broadband networks are
intended to be implemented in some other regions of
Poland. The main goal of the regional broadband net-
works implementation in Poland is to fulfill the gap which
has appeared as a lack of investment in broadband net-
works infrastructure. Broadband Internet is the basis for
the development of all modern networks and first of all
consists a base for the construction of NGN networks.
Broadband Internet infrastructure is treated now as fun-
damental factor affecting on rapid development of all Eu-
ropean countries. So, that was the reason of announc-
ing on May 2010 special Digital Agenda where Euro-
pean Commission declare the policy oriented towards
broadband Internet [4]. As the future economy will be
a network-based knowledge economy with the internet at
its centre, the actual EC policy requires additional support
to improve modern Internet network - especially network
infrastructure. The Europe 2020 Strategy has underlined
the importance of broadband deployment to promote so-
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Fig. 1: Six year historical time series, broadband lines penetration (June 2010) for Japan, Korea, Poland and OECD,
as an average for all OECD countries
cial inclusion and competitiveness in the EU. It restated
the objective to bring basic broadband to all Europeans
by 2013 and seeks to en sure that, by 2020:
• all Europeans have access to much higher internet
speeds of above 30 Mbps,
• 50% or more of European households subscribe to
internet connections above 100 Mbps.
The only solution of 100 Mbps access line bandwidth is
to built it as the optical access, i.e. to implement in access
network layer FITL technology (Fiber In The Loop) and
especially FTTH (Fiber To The Home) technology. Rapid
deployment of FITL technology into telecom networks
is currently realized in Korea and Japan (on the world)
and in Sweden and Denmark on Europe [9]. However
the FTTH lines penetration is usually very low in many
countries (in Poland is less than 1), what is depicted in
Fig. 2 [4].
From Fig. 2 it follows that the level of FTTH lines pen-
etration is very low in Europe, putting Europe far back to-
wards Japan and Korea. Implementation of specialize ser-
vices in European networks show that some of them could
Fig. 2: Fiber to the Home (FTTH) penetration in July
2009
not be successfully offered in wires broadband access
lines (for example healthcare systems) [11]. So, many
European countries invest or intend to invest in FTTH in-
frastructure improving existing telecomm operators net-
works. The Netherlands intends to reach 19% penetration
(about 1,5 millions lines) of all homes lines with FTTH
technology by 2014 [5] and the French government plans
to invest 2 billion C and cover 100 % of its citizens with
fiber by the year 2025 [6].
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Poland is far back not only towards Korea and Japan
but also towards almost all European countries. Chang-
ing this situation requires a lot of investment in existing
network infrastructure, especially in access network layer.
Currently, some Polish regions uses European Regional
Funds (ERDF) to improve access network layer and im-
plement FTTH technology in access layer networks. Usu-
ally, built in FTTH technology access network layers pos-
sesses functionality as the NGA.
Fiber To The Home is one of several methods for deliv-
ering Broadband to residential subscribers. With FTTH,
the architectural distinctions between types of carriers dis-
appear. All these carriers deploy virtually identical archi-
tectures once they are delivering services with FTTH, and
the only remaining differences are largely due to legacy
system support. As FTTH is one of the different access
versions, so the others can be commonly used. Those
other are as follows [7]:
• FTTB - Fiber to the Building, usually a multi-tenant
building, with Digital Subscriber Line (DSL) or Eth-
ernet delivered to each subscriber.
• FTTC - Fiber to the Curb, typically with some form
of DSL connecting to the subscribers.
• FTTN - Fiber to the Node, typically with ADSL2+ or
VDSL2 from an OutSide Plant (OSP) cross-connect
to the subscribers.
• FTTP - Fiber to the Premises, where the premises
could be a business or a residence.
The Authorities of Tuchola County decided to build the
modern IP network, that cover entire Tuchola region. This
network was to be financed from ERDF funds of actual fi-
nancing period. Before to apply for ERDF funds the Fea-
sibility Study should be prepared, where one of part of it
was the network project. Tuchola County network project
has been done by the staff of Computer Communication
Division Institute of Telecommunication UTP.
2 Topology of Tuchola County Opti-
cal Network
Considering all the possible services expected by network
users, i.e. Internet access, digital TV, VoD, P2P, videocon-
ferencing, monitoring, controlling, VoIP services as well
as the tendency in IP network development we decided to
implement this regional network as the optical network.
The network project (network plan) required to define, at
the beginning topology of the network, but the network
topology has been followed from Tuchola County Author-
ities requirements.
One of the main requirement from Tuchola County Au-
thorities was that each node of the network should be lo-
cated in the town or village in County that is the capi-
tal of commune. So the ducts with optical cables should
connect all these places. The ducts has constituted the
backbone layer of planned network. In order to improve
network reliability, it has been assumed that backbone
layer is formed from two optical fibers and operates as
bi-directional ring. It has been assumed that the fibers
should be ended in municipal offices located in capital of
commune. The planned network should operate as aggre-
gation/distribution layer with FTTN functionality.
During network planning process it has been decided
also that optical fibers passing villages and towns situated
on the route of chosen course of fibers, will be ended in
the areas where the greater number of people live. The
villages that belong to smaller districts called parishes
should be connected to the nodes of backbone layer lo-
cated in communes capital, with one link constituting star
topology.
The terrains of Tuchola’s County region are in majority
rural and forest areas. The small business located here is
mainly set on food processing activity. There is also fur-
niture, mechanical and construction business here. The
main part of this institutions is located in Tuchola. The
number of small and medium enterprises, which are inter-
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ested with the access to the network, has been estimated
at 15% of whole enterprises.
Tourism also plays an important role for the region de-
velopment. Although it has seasonal character the de-
mand for this sector has been also included. In view of
lack of information regarding exact localization of the
business entities it has been assumed that they are located
in community nodes, which should not have an direct im-
pact on calculations results, as information from this type
of users flow to this nodes.
For estimation of global bandwidth demands it has
been assumed that the following public institutions will
be connected to Tuchola County broadband information
network:
• Primary schools, gymnasium, secondary schools,
other educational institutions.
• Hospitals and health institutions.
• Police and municipal police.
• Fire departments.
• Commune and district offices.
It has been assumed that all educational, local govern-
ment and health institutions, as well as police and fire
departments, municipal and community offices are pre-
dicted to have an access to the broadband network. The
topology of cable ducts for Tuchola County broadband
network, both for backbone as well as for access is de-
picted in Fig. 3.
In Fig. 4 the connection structure for TCBN network
has been depicted. Fig. 4 shows that most of lines that
connects backbone nodes of TCBN network with nodes
located in parishes are direct lines. Only small part of
those line passes via intermediate nodes located in other
parishes. Using separated fibers for each connection (this
method will be discussed in detail in the next part), it
is easy however to connect each parish node directly to
backbone one. From Fig. 3 follows that total length of all
cable ducts for TCBN is equal to 266,9 km, where:
• the length of backbone layer network is equal to 116,
9 km,
• the length of all connections to parishes is equal to
139 km,
• the length of ducts in Tuchola is equal to 11 km.
The project of the passive physical network layer (fiber
optic network) involves the construction of the network
using Modular Cable System (MCS) technology with the
usage of one pipe equipped with three micro pipes. The
assumptions about the construction of passive infrastruc-
ture are as follows:
• The fibers optical cables are done based on the MCS
system.
• MCS cables (pipes) that are used for network con-
struction are suitable for digging directly in the
ground. Every pipe is equipped with 3 micro pipes.
The fiber cable can be blown into each of micro pipe.
• In the first stage of project implementation to one of
three micro pipes fiber cable is blown. The cable
contains 96 fibers on the basis of 8 micro cables with
12 fibers in each micro cable.
• For network transmission capacity extension in the
future, at each 1 km cable distance the cable bunkers
are placed.
For estimation in rural area of investment cost of 1 km
MCS cabling infrastructure it has been assumed that:
• Excavation for the cables - 24,0 thousands PLN.
• Cost of cable including MCS cables - 9,0 thousands
PLN.
• Optical cable with 96 fibers - 11,0 thousands PLN.
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Fig. 3: Topology of cabling infrastructure for Tuchola’s County Broadband Network
• Blowing the cable - 2,5 thousands PLN.
• Cabling bunkers - 2.0 thousands PLN.
• Welds - 2,5 thousands PLN.
• Measurements - 1,0 thousand PLN.
• Project - 6,5 thousands PLN.
• Fibers tray - 1,0 thousand PLN.
• Accessories - 0,5 thousand PLN.
Prices used for estimation of 1 km MCS investment cost
were taken as an average of prices from different compa-
nies that build optical cabling network.
The total cost of 1 km of optical fiber in rural area was
estimated on the level of 60 thousands PLN, so the total
investment cost of Tuchola County Optical Network pas-
sive infrastructure has been calculated and was equal to
15.354 thousands PLN.
3 Topology of Tuchola City Optical
Network
The TCBN project contains also separate project for Tu-
chola City, i.e. the city that is the capital of County. As
it was in the case of TCBN, the optical network in Tu-
chola City was designed in FTTN technology. Topologi-
cal structure of Tuchola City network passive fiber optic
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Fig. 4: The logical topology of the TBN Network
physical layer is shown in Fig. 4. This structure shows
layout of all build, under the ongoing project, fiber optic
cables, both for backbone and access network. In table 1,
Tuchola City network node locations and characteristic of
those nodes has been depicted.
In turns, Fig. 5 shows a topology structure of network
nodes and links connections between the nodes depicted
in Fig. 4, that was created on the basis of fibers cable phys-
ical layout. The diagram presented in Fig. 5, has been
used for a mapping of physical topology depicted in Fig. 1
into logical network topology shown in Fig. 4. In planned
Tuchola City IP network it has been assumed that 3 nodes
(BN1, BN2, BN3) function as the distribution/ aggrega-
tion nodes and the other ones as the access nodes.
Distribution/aggregation nodes of Tuchola City net-
work plays the role of backbone layer network nodes con-
nected together by the fiber links. The backbone layer of
every network should be characterized by high level of
network reliability. So, over designing process of physi-
cal topology Tuchola City network structure, it has been
assumed that distribution/aggregation nodes will be con-
nected with double fiber rings. Double ring topology
structures are used very often as the topology of backbone
layer, as on the one hand this topology ensures high level
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of network reliability but on the other one, simplifies the
management process of traffic transfer in the network.
The way of increasing reliability level of traffic transfer
in the ring structure it uses one of well known methods
of link or path protection [8]. The main principle of pro-
tection lies in fact that all selected pairs of nodes, that
communicate with each other, are connected by two dis-
joint routes. In double fiber optical ring, each of these
paths uses single optical fiber. One path is called working
path and the second one, protecting path, They are imple-
mented with the use of disjoint rings. Traffic transmitted
from any two nodes in backbone must pass through all
intermediate nodes lying between those nodes. As in Tu-
chola City network three backbone nodes are connected
without any optical system, so communication between
any two nodes, in working or protecting paths, are always
done via the third node (in working or protecting paths).
On the basis of fiber rings layout depicted in Fig. 4, real
physical network structure of Tuchola City has been mod-
ified to "traffic oriented network" [12]. Modified Tuchola
City physical network infrastructure includes two unidi-
rectional fibers rings (or one bidirectional), that join three
backbone nodes denoted as BN1, BN2, BN3, and also
links joining 16 access nodes to backbone ones. So, the
modified physical fiber cables structure of Tuchola City
IP network is implemented in the form of double fibers
ring connecting distribution/aggregation nodes (backbone
layer), and branches (spurs), joining backbone nodes with
access ones located in the city. Thus the real structure of
Tuchola City network topology, build on a physical basis
of topological structure presented in Fig. 4, is shown in
Fig. 5. From Fig. 5 results that two backbone nodes BN2
and BN3 are connected to regional (K-PSI) network via
IXP. Two connections of Tuchola City network with re-
gional network has been assumed to increase the level of
reliable transfer to the global Internet via nodes A13 and
A21.
To be able to realize the topological structure of
Tab. 1: Node location and their characteristics
Node Node Type Location
Starostwo Powia-
towe
Backbone (BN1) Pocztowa st.
NZOZ Hospital Access (A1) Nowodworskiego st.
Marketplace Access (A2) Marketplace
Secondary school Access (A3) Pocztowa st.
Primary school
num. 3
Access (A4) Pocztowa st.
Sport and recre-
ation
Access (A5) Warszawska st.
Kindergartner Access (A6) Piastowska st.
Speciality School Backbone (BN2) Piastowska st.
Middle school Access (A7) Piastowska st.
Tuchola hospital Access (A8) Świecka st.
Przedsiębiorstwo
Komunalne
Access (A9) Świecka st.
Kindergartner num.
1
Access (A10) Bydgoska st.
High school and te-
chinical school
Access (A11) Świecka st.
Primary school
num. 5
Access (A12) Świecka st.
Regional network Access (A13) Główna st.
KPSI IXP Przemysłowa st.
Fire Department Backbone (BN3) Sępoleńska st.
Police Access (A14) Świecka st..
Court Access (A15) Dworcowa st.
Promary school
num. 1
Access (A16) Szkolna st.
Medical center Access (A17) Świecka st.
City hall Access (A18) Plac Zamkowy st.
Tax office Access (A19) Plac Zamkowy st.
Cultural Centre Access (A20) Plac Zamkowy st.
Regional network Access (A21) Główna st.
KPSI IXP Przemysłowa st.
planned network the suitable usage of optical fibers is
needed. The main idea of fibers usage is shown below
in Fig. 6. Access nodes located on the spurs of network
structure are connected with dedicated fibers to the ring,
and then using dedicated ring fibers, to backbone nodes.
Access nodes located in the ring has been connected to
backbone nodes using fibers in the ring. Connections of
access nodes located in the ring are realized out as fol-
lows: in each relation (optical cable joining neighboring
nodes) one pair of fibers (let us take the pair marked with
red color) is used for connection of backbone nodes. The
other pairs of fibers in analyzed relation can be used for
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Fig. 5: The map of planned optical fiber ducts for Tuchola City network
connection of access nodes located in this relation with
the nearest (and only one) backbone node. To connect
each access node, the described idea requires to use sep-
arate pair of fibers. Obviously, similar situation is when
connecting access nodes on spurs, as in the ring the fibers
for joining spur nodes are chosen in the same way as the
fibers for connection of access nodes lying in the ring.
However, to reduce the number of needed fibers, it has
been assumed that the pair of fibers in the cable with the
same number can be used repeatedly, however, two ac-
cess nodes located in the network ring can be connected,
with the same number of fibers pair, to different backbone
nodes. For example, in Fig. 6 it has been shown that the
pair of fiber marked with a green color (let us assume fiber
pair with i-number) connects, in the same cable relation,
A3 with BN1 and A6 with BN2. The described above
method of fibers reuse, gives topology required minimal
number of fiber pairs usage. For network presented in
Fig. 5, the construction of this network requires only four
pairs of fibers. In this way the logical structure of all con-
nections is depicted in Fig. 7, where each Node (installed
in access node) is join directly with one backbone node.
The described method of fiber reuse has been also used in
TCBN network for connecting communities and parishes
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Fig. 6: Physical connection scheme following from network structure shown in Fig. 4
in Tuchola County.
Estimation of 1 km MCS cabling infrastructure invest-
ment cost in Tuchola City is based under the same as-
sumption as for rural area, with the only difference that
concerns to cost of excavation for the cables. Usually, in
cities this cost is much higher than in rural area, so we
have assumed that instead of 24,0 thousands PLN, this
cost in Tuchola City is equal to 74 thousands PLN. Thus
the average cost of 1 km fiber cable implementation in
Tuchola City is around 110 thousands PLN. As the total
length of fiber infrastructure in Tuchola city is about 11
km long, so the total cost of Tuchola City network pas-
sive infrastructure (fiber cabling) was calculated as 1,22
millions PLN.
Before the necessary choice of the equipment it is es-
sential to evaluate the total volume of traffic generated in
Tuchola City network. The traffic in this network has been
calculated in accordance with the procedure outlined in
the paper [12]. For traffic evaluation the following as-
sumptions has been taken:
1. around 20% of all households in Tuchola city will
be connected (via ISP networks) to planned Tuchola
City Network. Average capacity of user access line
will be 6 Mb/s;
2. around 15% of total number of SME companies
(Small and Medium Enterprises) will be connected
to planned network. Average capacity of business
user access line will be 20 Mb/s;
3. all educational institutions, government, and local
government agencies, health care, police department,
fire department, municipal and county offices will be
connected to designed network. Average capacity of
access line for institutional users will be 10 Mb/s;
4. overbooking factor is assumed as:
• 20 for residential users,
• 10 for business user;
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Fig. 7: Physical fibers connections for backbone and access network implementation
• 6 for institutional ones.
Taking into account the assumptions presented above,
the total volume of traffic generated in Tuchola City has
been estimated equal to 700 Mb/s.
4 Active infrastructure for Tuchola
County Broadband Network
In TCBN network the same active equipment has been
used. Before the concrete active equipment has been
chosen there was made necessary calculation to evaluate
equipment efficiency (performance) in the sense of total
traffic volume served in the network. The total traffic vol-
ume generated in TCBN network has been made accord-
ing to the procedure proposed in [12].
As an active equipment option for TCBN network,
there has been chosen Metro Ethernet switches with path
protection. This option is both, cost effective (allows to
build the network with minimal cost) and bandwidth ef-
fective (ensures high throughput). The details require-
ments for Metro Ethernet switches installed in TCBN net-
work are given below:
• Two neighboring backbone nodes connected (on
double fiber rings) to the third one are using 2 op-
tical links with capacity of 10 Gb/s. Such high ca-
pacity of backbone connections will allow to op-
erate TCBN City, ensuring network scalability for
at least 10 years and guaranteeing the appropriate
level of services offered in the network. Switches
ports of 10 Gb/s capacity should be equipped with
optical interfaces ensuring proper transmission even
on 40 km range. Every Metro Ethernet switch in-
stalled in backbone layer node additionally should
support MPLS protocol, as the protection functions
in the backbone are provided by MPLS protocol.
MPLS protocol ensures traffic switching into pro-
tecting path in the case of working path failure.
• Each backbone node is equipped with 24 optical
ports with 1 Gb/s capacity, through which these
nodes are connected to lower level access nodes, lo-
cated throughout the city. Similarly to the specifi-
cation of backbone ports, also 1 Gb/s access ports
should provide efficient transmission of up to 70 km
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Fig. 8: Logical topological structure of Tuchola City IP network
distance.
• In access nodes the switches are equipped with one
1 Gb/s optical port (for connection with backbone
node) and at least 6 wire ports (for user connection)
with capacity 1 Gb/s.
• It has been assumed that active equipments of back-
bone nodes are installed mostly in the indoor cabi-
nets. The cabinets are equipped with power supply
unit, air condition device and UPS module. The out-
door cabinets are only located at the police station,
hospital, fire department and City Hall, as there is no
possibility to install indoor ones. Outdoor cabinets
are also equipped with air condition devices, power
supply unit as well as UPS.
In designed TCBN network the backbone nodes have
been located in community capital (for rural areas) or in
three main locations (District Office, Speciality School
and Fire Department) for Tuchola City network. It should
be noted however that described network would operate in
future as Carrier of Carriers network type, where the users
(both residential and business) going to be join to the net-
work via local ISP networks. So, in the planned here net-
work do not exist access lines connecting end users, as in
fact this city network is "last mile before" network.
The switches for backbone nodes connections, both in
rural area as well as in Tuchola city has been chosen on
the basis of the following assumption: all backbone nodes
in TCBN network, i.e. towns or villages where the com-
mune headquarters are located, and backbone nodes in
Tuchola City network are connected with through links
with a capacity of 10 Gb/s. As all backbone nodes are
connected physically by the double optical ring Metro
Ethernet switches joining backbone nodes possesses built
in functionality of increasing network reliability. Each
ME switch, installed in backbone node, is equipped with
two 10 GbE ports connected to two separate fibers. In
the case of the fiber failure, traffic transfer among ev-
ery pair of backbone node can be realized with the use
of one or second fiber. 10 Gbps links capacity allows to
operate the network for next couple of years with the as-
surance of high level of services offered by the network
(high network scalability). As, in rural part of TCBN, the
backbone nodes are located even several dozen kilome-
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ters each other, 10Gb/s Metro Ethernet ports have to be
equipped with the inserts which allow the optical propa-
gation of the signal at distance of 40 km. For switches
installed in Tuchola City network backbone nodes the in-
serts allow the optical propagation of the signal at distance
of 10 km.
Both for rural and city parts, the network has been
planned to ensure wide scalability. It has been assumed
that the main nodes of the network (backbone ones), are
to be connected to each other using links with transmis-
sion capacity of 10 Gb/s, while the access nodes has been
joined to the backbone nodes using links with 1 Gb/s
transmission capacity. Logically, the access nodes to-
gether with backbone one, forms a star topology (the op-
timal topology for "traffic oriented network") with back-
bone nodes as the main star nodes. Functionally, both
the backbone and access nodes of TCBN network meet
mainly distribution (aggregation) functions, as their role
is traffic transfer, to (from) main (backbone) nodes, from
(to) access nodes and further to (from) regional network
and thence to (from) global Internet. All access nodes ly-
ing both, on network ring or outside network ring are con-
nected with dedicated fiber to only one backbone node.
Admittedly, the star structure of access network does not
guarantee high level of reliability, but it is the cheapest
structure, that allow efficient traffic transfer. In fact, the
damage of a fiber optic link will affect only the small
group of users.
The switches installed in backbone nodes are also
equipped with at least 12 ports with a total throughput of
1 Gb/s each. These ports are used to connect the parish (in
rural area) or access (in city) nodes within the backbone
nodes. All these 1Gb/s ports have optical interfaces that
allow to traffic transfer at distance of 10 km or 70 km.
The price of the 10Gb/s equipment is estimated as fol-
lows: backbone ports - 112 thous. PLN and access ports
has been calculated using the relation: n10 * 2,4 thou-
sands PLN for the 10 km transmission or n70 * 8,6 thou-
sands PLN for the 70 km transmission, where nx means
the number of these kind of ports. It is assumed that de-
vices in rural area the backbone nodes are installed in in-
door cabinets. These cabinets are equipped with an UPS
battery in case of power failure. The estimated cost of the
cabinet including UPS system is 10 thousands PLN. In
Tuchola City network backbone node equipment is also
installed in indoor cabinets.
In parishes (in rural areas) and in access nodes (in Tu-
chola city) the direct access to optical network (to back-
bone nodes) is realized by switches equipped with 1Gb/s
optical port. These switches are also equipped with at
least 6 GE wire ports. The cost of the nodes in parishes (in
rural area) and access nodes (in Tuchola city) include the
cost of switch and transmission inserts. The cost of the
switch with 6 GE ports is estimated at 3,0 thousands PLN
whereas for optical 1Gb/s insert with a range of transmis-
sion at 10 km - 2,4 thousands PLN and at 70 km - 8,6
thousands PLN.
The parishes devices are installed in indoor cabinets.
No UPS battery support system is predicted there. The
cost of such cabinet is estimated at 3 thousands PLN. If
there is no possibility to place indoor cabinets the out-
door cabinets are predicted to be used instead. The out-
door cabinets are equipped with AC and ventilation sys-
tem. The cost of such cabinet is estimated at 16 thou-
sands PLN. It has been suggested that the Tuchola County
Broadband Network should be connected to the global
Internet via Kuyavia-Pomerania Regional Broadband (K-
PSI) network. The Internet Exchange Point with K-PSI
network is installed in two backbone nodes located in a
Main Power of Tuchola. The connection between TCBN
and K-PSI regional network is going to be implemented
for every node through two links with 1 Gb/s each (all
together 4 Gb/s).
The total cost of network infrastructure (including ac-
tive and passive equipment) installed in entire Tuchola
County Broadband Network equals to: 13272 thousands
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PLN. The total cost of network infrastructure installed in
Tuchola City network has been estimated on 1914 thou-
sands PLN.
5 Conclusions
The paper is devoted to the designing project (plan) of Tu-
chola County Broadband Network (TCBN). In the paper,
the topological structure of fiber optic network as well as
the final solution for active layer of the network has been
presented. For construction of passive infrastructure the
technology of Modular Cable System - MCS has been
suggested. Within this technology the fairly wide range
scalability and cost effective network has been provided.
For the construction of TCBN network active layer the
Metro Ethernet technology is used. Metro Ethernet tech-
nology provides a low cost of construction (CAPEX), ease
of implementation of the network and low operating cost
(OPEX). The parameters of installed network switches
(switches) Metro Ethernet guarantee the scalability of the
network for at least 10 years. The project assume also,
that the city network in Tuchola cooperate with the re-
gional K-PSI network (TCBN network and K-PSI net-
work exchange traffic via common IXP point).
Total network investment cost in Tuchola County is es-
timated on 15,2 million PLN.
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Abstract. In this paper, the analysis of the
possibilities of using Digital Image Correla-
tion (DIC) based on Graphics Processing Unit
(GPU) for strain analysis in fatigue crack-
ing processes is presented. The basic as-
sumption for the discussed displacement and
strain measurement method under time variable
loads was obtaining high measurement sensi-
tivity by simultaneously minimizing the mea-
surement time consumption. For this purpose
special computing procedures based on multi-
processor graphic cards were developed, which
significantly reduced the total time of displace-
ment and strain analysis. The developed digi-
tal procedure for correlation of images has been
used for an example of displacement analysis in
the method of fatigue crack propagation testing
in airplane riveted joints. In this paper are pre-
sented the results of the researches of the team
run by professor Antoni Zabłudowski.
1 Introduction
The possibility of application of digital image correlation
method to analyze and strain has been an exceptionally at-
tractive choice in the mechanics of solids [1, 2]. However,
due to technological limitations, its practical application
is far from being satisfactory, especially for an analy-
sis of small strain values, typical for operating loads of
structures and materials with high stiffness, for example,
steel. Measurement of small displacements, which later
provide basis for determination of strains, requires the
use of very high resolution digital video cameras (even
when sub-pixel interpolation methods are used) and this
involves a necessity of transmission and processing of a
huge amount of data in a very short time.
The complexity of applying strain determination meth-
ods based on analyzing the object’s surface image appears
to be high for time variable loads. Long lasting cyclical
loads involve a significant increase in the amount of data
to be processed with further reduction of the analysis time
and a considerably higher probability of the method de-
correlation.
Despite these inconveniences, the authors’ experience
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in fatigue investigations and experimental methods pro-
vides good background with numerous for applying pos-
sibilities strain determination methods in many different
fields, especially where other measurement techniques
such a whole-field ones cannot be used, eg. due to impos-
sibility of having direct access to the object or the object’s
dimensions are reduced and measurement sensors such as
extensometers cannot be mounted.
The remainder of this paper presents a method of dis-
placement and strain determination in the fatigue crack-
ing zone, illustrated by examples of test carried out on
aluminum samples of airplane structures.
2 Background
The image correlation methods, developed in the 80s, in-
volve comparing a sample image before and after expos-
ing the object to strain in the form of lighting with white
light or laser light (spot methods) [3, 4, 5].
Displacements of characteristic points of the sample
surface allow determining the strain values within the an-
alyzed area. The sensitivity of this method depends on
the parameters obtained using image observation methods
such as dimensions of the observation field or the image
geometric resolution. In case of many objects, measure-
ments can be realized with the use of their natural rough-
ness, thus, there is no necessity to previous prepare the
surface to be analyzed. Another method of obtainment of
random points on the sample surface is marking them by
means of surface machining techniques, including paint-
ing. Image’s surface points are recorded on PC (personal
computer), before and after exposing the object to strain.
This enables correlation of these images on the basis of
intensity recorded for each pixel by CCD matrix or a dif-
ferent type of the image sensor. The usage of interpola-
tion functions increases accuracy as compared to a strictly
digital analysis carried out for a pixel grid. Also methods
of artificial intelligence, including genetic algorithms, are
used for the analysis of the image spot.
Development of the image digital correlation tech-
niques is connected with the progress in optoelectronics.
Constantly increasing resolution of video cameras makes
it possible to obtain more and more accurate measure-
ments. However, it should be remembered that in order to
avoid the image de-correlation effect for cyclically vari-
able loads, more frequent record of the image is required.
An increasing resolution of video cameras and applica-
tion of the image digital transmission systems involve a
necessity of transmission of a huge amount of data in a
very short time. This significantly limits the possibilities
of DIC methods for time variable loads.
Nowadays, applications using DIC method can be
found in experimental mechanics of solids, mainly for
analyzing objects made of low stiffness materials which
after being loaded usually reveal usually undergo big
strains, thus this usage of lower resolution video cameras.
For instance, in [2] presents results of tests performed in
conditions of strong strain gradients: in a flat sample made
of laminate near an opening, at the top of a crack in an
alloy of TiAL (titanium-aluminide) and within the neck
occurred in a polymer sample after stretching.
3 Digital Image Correlation method
based on Graphics Processing
Unit
The basic assumption for the discussed strain measure-
ment method with time variable loads was obtaining high
measurement sensitivity by simultaneous minimizing the
measurement time. For this purpose special computing
procedures based on multi-processor graphic cards (PGC)
were developed. Analyzing displacements based on the
assessment of the value of cross correlation coefficient C
is one of the basic solutions used in the image cross cor-
relation methods. The cross-correlation coefficient is de-
termined for a chosen point of an environment P [x, y], as
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follows:
C(u, v) =
b∑
i=a
d∑
j=c
[In(xi, yj)Im(xi, yj)] (1)
and for a standardized version
C(u, v) =
b∑
i=a
d∑
j=c
[
In(xi, yj)Im(xi, yj)
f̄ · ḡ
]
(2)
where f̄ and ḡ are respectively:
f̄ =
√√√√ b∑
i=a
d∑
j=c
[In(xi, yj)]
2 (3)
ḡ =
√√√√ b∑
i=a
d∑
j=c
[Im(xi, yj)]
2 (4)
where: a, b - initial and final values of the correlated
image coordinate x index, c, d - initial and final values of
the correlated image coordinate y index, In(xi, yj) - the
image intensity in the point with coordinates xy, recorded
in the phase of loading, Im(xi, yj) - the image intensity
in the point with coordinates xy, recorded in the phase of
loading.
The value of coefficient C can change in the range from
1 to 0. When C = 1, the images of point P is in environ-
ment recorded in phases n and m are entirely consistent,
and when C = 0 they are entirely different.
In order to define a displacement of a chosen point P ,
basing on images recorded in two phases of loading n and
m, sub-area O covering point P is separated from image
n and m it is displaced in relation to the analogical area
in image n. The value of cross-correlation coefficient C
is calculated for each location of sub-area On.
Due to low efficiency of standard functions to deter-
mine coefficient C, eg. those available in OpenCV li-
brary, an original algorithm of correlative search of the
image similar areas has been developed. The implementa-
tion was performed by means of CUDA library in version
3.2, facilitated by NVidia Company [6, 7]. Since there
are two known ways of obtainment of a resultant matrix
of the pattern adjustment to the searched image (correla-
tion matrix), it is necessary to make a choice in the initial
phase, between the method utilizing Fourier transforms
(used by Open CV library) and the method to directly de-
termine values of the correlation function. It has been as-
sumed that the pattern area dimension are: 20 × 20 to
40 × 40 points. For such dimensions the approach using
transforms loses its efficiency because of a higher num-
ber of successive stages of computing. Therefore it was
decided to carry out own implementation of the algorithm
determining the correlation function according to the ver-
sion directly defined by dependence 2.
Due to the fact that loading data into the global graphic
card memory is one of the most time consuming opera-
tions affecting the general efficiency of the implemented
algorithm, it was decided to carry out calculation threads
connected with one line of searched image I in a block.
For this line, there were performed all connected with it
combinations of multiplications by the image of pattern
T.
Therefore it is possible to avoid next loading the same
data for image I, at the cost of reloading the pattern
data (the pattern area is assumed to be smaller than the
searched one). Since the data concerning points of the
one image line represents successive memory cells, phys-
ically adjacent to each other, thus certain n of the data
reading operations (typically including 128 bytes) can be
combined into a single operation.
Examples of matrixes corresponding to the searched
fragment of image I of size 9 and pattern T of size 3,
are shown in Fig. 1. Thus, operations of partial sums of
products belonging to different displacements of the pat-
tern image are carried out by a single block of threads,
which has been shown in Fig. 2.
For instance, in Fig. 3, the calculations performed by
the third block of threads (connected with the 3rd line of
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Fig. 1: Matrixes of searched image I, looked for pattern
T, resultant D
Fig. 2: Example obtaining the correlation function values
between image I and pattern T for point (1,1) of a resul-
tant matrix
matrix I) have been demonstrated in the successive phases
of the algorithm. In the first step, thread 1 calculates the
sums of products of the first pattern row through corre-
sponding to it image points, for displacement D(2,0), si-
multaneously, these sums are calculated by thread 2, for
displacement 2D(2,1), and sums for maximal, possible for
X axis, displacement D(2,6), are calculated for exemplary
parameters by the last thread. The following step of the al-
gorithm involves loading the next line of pattern T (points
T(1,0), ..., (91,2)) and multiplying it by the same line
of the image data, thus, obtaining a part of the products
sum necessary for determination of displacement (1,0) for
thread 1, displacement (1,1) for thread 2 etc.
The first and last z of image I, where z means the size
of matrix T are special cases. For instance, Fig. 4 shows
how the block of threads for second line of image I. In this
case, multiplication of the third line of pattern T is not
performed, as such a displacement of the pattern would
mean crossing the range of searched image I.
Since there is no possibility of synchronizing particular
blocks of threats with each other, it is necessary to use the
operation of atomic (indivisible) addition in order to avoid
Fig. 3: Calculations performed by the block of threads
connected with the third line of image I
potential errors of indirect results recording. Such func-
tionality is available, for floating point data type, merely
in the new CUDA (version 2.0 - platform FERMI - atom-
icAdd). Tests were carried out comparing operational
speed of algorithms using atomicAdd with a normal addi-
tion operation (this version returned results burdened with
resulting from the collision of reading operations with the
recording ones). These tests revealed a decrease in the op-
eration speed by less than 2%. In order to ensure maximal
grouping coefficient of the reading and recording opera-
tions, the allocation of global memory blocks GPU, was
performed by means of function cuMemAlocPitch provid-
ing a proper arrangement (adjustment) of the allocated
memory blocks within the GPU address space.
For this version of algorithm tests were carried out tests
comparing the performance with its possibly maximally
optimized equivalent, taken from OpenCV library. Thus,
the developed implementation, computing the functions
of correlation without normalization on GPU, was com-
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Fig. 4: Calculations performed by a sample block of
threads - the image initial line
pared with a multi-thread OpenCV implementation on
CPU and GPU. Tests were carried out for a constant ratio
of pattern area T in relation to searched image I, being
1:3 when both areas were square. The results of compar-
ison tests are shown in figure 5 where "CPU" is the algo-
rithm with simplest implementation performed on GPU
(one thread), "GPU" is the tested implementation of al-
gorithm performed on GPU, "CPU-CV" represents an al-
gorithm using OpenCV library in a multithread manner,
"GPU-CV" is utilization of Open CV library in GPU ver-
sion.
Fig. 5: Results of the correlation algorithm efficiency tests
on GPU
The authors’ implementation on GPU is more efficient
than the other solutions for T pattern dimensions not ex-
Tab. 1: Occupancy of GPU resources for different sizes of
T pattern area
T size threads/block sh mem/block GPU occupacy % registers/thread
15 31 90 17 18
30 61 180 33 18
60 121 360 67 18
100 201 600 88 18
ceeding 65× 65 points. For T pattern dimensions 30× 30
points, computation speed achieved was ten times faster.
Further optimization of the algorithm’s speed was ac-
complished based on analyzing the theoretical load of
GPU (Tab. 1). The usage of GPU resources using the
algorithm operation, for the pattern dimension 15 × 15
points, reached 18%. The small number of threads trig-
gered within a single block was the cause of limited usage
of GPU.
The documentation available from NVIDIA shows that
it is necessary to aim at approximately 60 of GPU occu-
pancy which in case of the developed procedures, meant
the pattern dimensions is supposed to be 60 × 60 points.
Thus, an increase in GPU resources occupancy was
obtained through a simultaneous computing of products
sums for a few lines in a single block of threads. An
optimal number of simultaneously computed lines ranges
from 7 for T size = 14× 14 points to 3 for T = 60. For big-
ger sizes of T, increasing the number of threads per block
(with increasing complexity the algorithm used) did not
improve the results. The effects of GPU resources occu-
pancy optimization are demonstrated in Fig. 6. Addition-
ally, increasing the number of registers used by the block
(for instance connected with the algorithm complexity) al-
ready caused a drop in GPU resources occupancy.
The above operations caused an increase of computing
speed for T sizes 20 points, even by 100%. The effects of
how this version of the algorithm works are presented in
Fig. 5 as GPU II.
By copying a group of blocks of threads which com-
putes the best match for a single area in the searched im-
age, a simultaneous calculation of these matches became
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possible for the whole matrix of the searched areas (ear-
lier defined by the user). The possibility of defining both
blocks and threads performing the assigned program (ker-
nel) in the form of a multi-dimension grid appears to be
very helpful. As in Fig. 6, inside blocks, threads are orga-
nized bi-dimensional, i.e. the first dimension corresponds
to columns of determined matrix D, the second dimension
corresponds to the analyzed line of image I (optimization
increasing the number of threads per block). The best
method to organize a block would be a three-dimensional
organization, unfortunately, for the available version of
CUDA library, an application of only two dimensions was
possible, where the first dimension are verses of analyzed
image I, and the second dimension is represented by suc-
cessive processed areas of the image with x and y coordi-
nates of a given area appropriately coded.
The last phase of the algorithm optimization involved
the use of textures memory for storing the pattern and
searched images data. The main advantage of the tex-
tures memory is the so called 2D cache - cache mem-
ory taking into consideration the image mutual adjacency
of both horizontal and vertical axes points. Other ad-
vantages include hardware conversion between the inte-
ger and floating-point types and a possibility of hardware,
bilinear interpolation of the values between the image
points. By using the memory of textures the algorithm’s
efficiency was improved by about 25%, regardless of pat-
tern area T.
4 Example results of strain analysis
in fatigue crack zone
The developed digital procedure for correlation of images
has been used for an example of a displacement analy-
sis in the method of fatigue crack propagation testing in
airplane riveted joints.
In Fig. 7 a sample made of aluminum alloy 2024-T3
with a propagated crack, which was exposed to a constant
(a) (b)
Fig. 7: Sample with a crack (a) and crack image with anal-
ysis pattern (b)
(a) (b)
Fig. 8: Images of the sample surface in chosen phases
of the load cycle (a) minimal value of loading cycle, (b)
maximal value of loading cycle
amplitude of nominal stress and the stress ration R = 0,
has been presented.
A digital video camera with resolution 2448 × 2050
pixels and set of lens with 50 mm area of view was used
for sample image recording. The sample surface image
was recorded on computer PC memory, equipped with
GPU card MVIDIA GTX480 by means of Giga Ethernet
card with maximal frequency 17 Hz.
Measurement sensitivity s = 0.0025 mm was obtained
for the applied resolution of the video camera, the matrix
size and lens zoom.
In Fig. 8 the sample images have been shown in cho-
sen phases of a time variable load cycle. Determined on
their basis, distributions of displacements within the crack
environment are demonstrated in Fig. 9.
Further, the course of the crack length changes was de-
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Fig. 9: Distributions of displacements within the crack
zone: (a) in loading direction v, (b) perpendicular to load-
ing direction u, (c) resultant = ( u2+ v2)1/2, (d) displace-
ment map in loading direction against the background of
specimen image
termined on the base of obtained displacement distribu-
tions in a function of the load cycle number, for the dis-
cussed tests example.
5 Conclusions
The considered analysis method of displacements with the
use of image digital correlation technique supported by
GPU technology enables its application in displacement
and strain tests for objects exposed to time variable loads.
By applying modern optoelectronic and IT solutions, the
image analysis algorithms developed for the equipment
configuration used in this work was able to determine the
strain distribution in an 2448 × 2050 pixels image, with
the size of a matrix of searched patterns 30 × 30 ele-
ments and the pattern size 20 × 20 pixels, in less than 0.2
sec. Further shortening of the analysis time is possible for
GPU cards with a higher number of cores.
In the case of displacement analysis in decreased areas
of interest, reducing the time of the analysis offers the
possibility of applying of developed method in fatigue life
testing with controlled strain value.
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Abstract. In this paper, the analysis of the
properties of modified Network double Ring
(NdR) topologies has been presented. The
special type of these structures, namely opti-
mal and ideal graph, has been defined. The
basic parameters (diameter and average path
length) were calculated and described by for-
mulas which make possible evaluate these pa-
rameters for any NdR graph without experi-
ments, next the comparison of the analyzing
structures has been carry out.
1 Introduction
The choosing of the interconnection network topology has
the biggest impact on efficiency, speed, reliability and
cost of the telecommunications or computer systems [1].
These networks can be modeled by symmetric digraphs,
i.e., a directed graph G with vertex set V(G) and edge
set E(G), such that, if [vi, vj] is in E(G), then [vj , vi] is
also in E(G). So any edge of digraph connecting ver-
tices vi and vj can be replaced by two directed edges
[vi, vj] and [vj , vi] [2]. It is obvious that the best ser-
vice and reliability parameters one can obtain by forming
complete networks (described by a complete graph), but
only small networks can be built in this way. In [3], a sur-
vey of known topologies has been presented. Among the
analyzed topologies that would be used in designing the
distributed structures, the authors of this paper have cho-
sen rings as they are very simple and extensible. They are
not expensive (number of edges is equal to the number of
nodes), are regular and symmetric, but possess poor trans-
mission parameters. A modification of this type graphs
are chordal ring structure [4, 5]. The chordal ring is a ring
with additional chords. It is defined by pair (p,Q), where
p is the number of nodes of the ring and Q is the set of
chords. Each chord connects every pair of nodes of the
ring that are at distance qi in the ring.
The application of chordal rings in computer sys-
tems [3, 6], Time Domain Multiplexing (TDM) net-
works (communication between distributed switching
modules) [7], core optical networks [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13],
and optical access networks [14, 15, 16, 17, 18] has been
analyzed. The authors of this paper, in their earlier works
on modeling of telecommunication and computer net-
works, present an analysis of chordal rings [18, 19, 20, 21,
22, 23]. The authors were encouraged to go deeper into
the subject of NdR type structures that can be used, first
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of all, for building Fiber to the Home (FTTH) distribu-
tion networks and computer networks but also in commu-
nications systems with topology control that use shared
medium, where increased reliability is required e.g. com-
munications systems for smart grid or smart metering.
Application of the proposed method, in many areas
of telecommunications, is possible only a few years be-
cause of the development of new technologies such as:
Density Wave Domain Multiplexing (DWDM) and Opti-
cal Add Drop Multiplexers (OADM) or wireless commu-
nication and Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplex-
ing (OFDM ) dedicated to Power Line Communications
(PLC). The Authors can see two main areas of usage the
NdR, they are:
• Fast and reliable optical networks with protection of
links and nodes,
• Dense sensor networks with topology control.
As it follows from experiences the big impact on the
transmission properties of networks have its diameter and
average path length.
The network diameter is the largest value among all the
shortest path lengths between all pair of nodes.
d(G) = max
vivj
{dmin(vi, vj)} (1)
The average length of the paths between all the pair of
nodes is defined by the following formula:
dav =
1
p(p− 1)
p−1∑
i=0
p−1∑
j=0
dmin(vi, vj) (2)
In order to find lower limit of the analyzed type struc-
tures parameters, the theoretical calculated two reference
topologies were defined. The first one is called the ideal
graph and the second one - optimal graph. In fact these
graphs exist only in particular cases, but they are useful as
reference models for evaluation expected parameters of
tested graphs.
Definition 1 The ideal graph is the regular graph were
the total number of nodes pi is described by the formula:
pi = 1 +
D(G)−1∑
d=1
|pd|+
∣∣pD(G)∣∣ (3)
where pd means the number of nodes that belong to the
d-th layer (the layer is the subset of nodes that are at a
distance d from the source node), while pD(G) denotes the
number of the remaining nodes which appear in the last
layer, D(G) means diameter of analysed graph. For ideal
rings, for every n and m < D(G)pn ∩ pm = ∅. If for
certain D(G) the subset pD(G) of chordal ring reaches
the maximal possible value, then such a ring is called the
optimal ring (optimal graph).
For ideal graphs the average path length davi is ex-
pressed as:
davi =
1
pi − 1
d(G)−1∑
d=1
d |pd|+ D(G)
∣∣pd(G)∣∣ (4)
whereas for the optimal graph the average path length
davo is equal to:
davo =
1
po − 1
d(G)∑
d=1
dpd (5)
where d - layer number, pd - number of nodes in d-th
layer, po - number of nodes in optimal graph.
NdR structures are the subset of generalized Petersen
graphs, and they are interesting due to shorter diame-
ter and average path length than double rings and third-
degree chordal rings.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In
section 2 the basic properties of NdR structures. In section
3 the definition of Reference Graph is presented and the
analytical reviews of modified NdR topologies. At the last
part comparison of proposed modifications are given.
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2 NdR structures
The subject of the analysis is structure of double rings
named NdR. A regular third degree network topology
which consists of two rings: inner and outer having the
same number of nodes is described as NdR structure.
Each node of the outer ring is connected to the one by
additive link node. It can be used in real networks as re-
dundant connection which increases reliability of them. It
is used as a backup in case the primary ring fails. In these
configurations, data moves in opposite directions around
the rings. Each ring is independent of the other until the
primary ring fails and the two rings are connected to con-
tinue the flow of data traffic. This topology is shown in
Fig. 1.
Fig. 1: Basic NdR(20) structure
This structure can be described by the following defini-
tion:
Definition 2 Two rings, each containing p nodes, form
the NdR structure:
• outer ring, in which each node ok is connected with
two adjacent nodes ok−1(mod p) and ok+1(mod p);
• inner ring, in which each node ik+p is con-
nected with two adjacent nodes ik+p−1(mod 2p) and
ik+p+1(mod 2p);
• each of the nodes of the inner ring ik+p is connected
with a corresponding node of the outer ring ok.
The degree of each node of the graph is equal to 3. This
structure is described as follows- NdR(2p).
On the basis of obtained results of calculations the theo-
retical total number of nodes forming optimal NdR graphs
with the diameter D(G) is defined by:
2po = 4D(G) (6)
The theoretical diameter of NdR structure is given by
expression:
D(G) =
⌈
2p
4
⌉
(7)
The theoretical average path length in optimal graph is
described by the following expression:
when D(G) = 1
dav = 1
when D(G) > 1
dav =
2D(G)2+2D(G)−1
4D(G)−1 =
po+2po−2
2(2po−1)
(8)
The structures NdR(2p) is "inflexible" - their parame-
ters are fixed, so in order to remove this disadvantage it
introduced modification of them [20].
Definition 3 Two rings, each containing p nodes, form
the NdRm structure:
• outer ring, in which each node ok is connected with
two adjacent nodes ok−1(mod p) and ok+1(mod p);
• inner ring, in which each node ik+p is con-
nected with two adjacent nodes ik+p−q(mod 2p) and
ik+p+q(mod 2p); by chords q of equal lengths, which
are a multiplicity of the outer, ring chord length;
• each of the nodes of the inner ring ik+p is connected
with a corresponding node of the outer ring ok.
This structure is described in the following way -
NdRm(2p, q). The degree of each node of the graph is
equal to 3.
Examples of them are shown in Fig. 2.
These NdRm structures can be distinguished into two
classes:
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(a)
(b)
Fig. 2: Examples of the graphs belonging to two classes
of NdRm structures
• First class in which the chords of both the outer and
inner rings form Hamilton cycles. To belong to this
class, the number of nodes in a ring and the chord
length must be relatively prime (Fig. 2(a)).
• Second class in which the Hamilton cycle is charac-
terized by the property j = i⊕1 mod p and a certain
set of disjointed cycles of equal length formed from
a number of nodes smaller than p (Fig. 2(b)).
It is easy to notice that distributions of nodes equally
distant from a randomly chosen source node are different
depending on whether the source node is on the inner or
outer ring. This must be taken into account when calcu-
lating average distance and diameter. Assuming that these
are measured only from a source node in the outer ring,
this can be done as shown in (7):
davNdR =
davNdRq + davNdRq∗
2
(9)
where davNdRq means the average length of the paths
in the initial graph and davNdRq∗ the average length of
the paths of transformed graph, both measured from an
outer-ring node or inner-ring. It can find the cases when
davNdrq = davNdrq∗ - these structures are automorphic.
An optimal graph such as NdR structure in which
layers reach maximal power, forming a sequence, is de-
scribed by the expression:
pd =
 3 when d = 16 when d = 2
12 + 8(d− 3) when d > 3
(10)
On the basis of obtained results the theoretical total
number of nodes forming optimal graphs with the diame-
ter D(G) was defined by:
2po = 2
[
2D(G)2 − 4D(G) + 5
]
if D(G) > 2 (11)
where 2po denotes the sum of all the nodes of NdRm op-
timal structure.
The diameter of the optimal graphs is described by for-
mula:
when p0 > 3
D(G) =
8+4
√
(2po−6)
8 = 1 +
√
po−3
2
(12)
The average length of the paths is equal to:
davo =
8D(G)3 − 6D(G)2 − 14D(G) + 33
3(4D(G)2 − 8D(G) + 9)
(13)
The only realized in reality the optimal graph is Pe-
tersen’s graph having 10 nodes (see Fig. 3).
Fig. 3: Petersen graph
The optimal graphs are a particular case of ideal graphs.
Definition 4 Ideal graph was referred to as an automor-
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phic NdRm structure with the number of nodes higher
than 10, in which the numbers of nodes in the layers is
equal to:
when d < D(G)
then pdi =
 3 if d = 16 if d = 2
12 + 8(d− 3) when d > 3
when d = D(G)
then pdi = pi − po(D(G)i−1)
(14)
where pdi denotes the number of nodes in d-th layer of
an ideal graph, whereas, po(D(G)i−1) indicated the total
number of nodes in an optimal graph with its diameter
smaller than 1 from a theoretically calculated diameter
of an ideal graph. The exception of this rule is NdRm
structure having 3 nodes in each layer.
The diameter can be calculated using formula:
D(G) =
⌈
2 +
√
(pi − 6)
2
⌉
when pi > 6 (15)
The average length of the paths connecting a randomly
chosen source node with the remaining nodes is described
by the formula:
davi =
8D(G)3−28D(G)2+22D(G)+33
3(2pi−1) +
+
3D(G)(pi−po(D(G)i−1))
3(2pi−1)
(16)
For a chosen number of nodes forming a graph, param-
eters of an ideal structure are lower limits of these pa-
rameters values, with which the examined graphs features
would be compared. Analyzing the NdRm structures be-
longing to second group, where the chord length is not
prime in respect of number of nodes in ring, they did not
find any ideal graph, but during analyzed the node distri-
butions in particular layers of NdRm structures, a group
of graphs having parameters closed to ideal ones, has been
discovered.
Characteristic features of this type of graphs are:
Tab. 1: Distributions of nodes in the layers of analyzed
graphs
pqi qi D(G)t D(G)qi dav Distribution of the nodes in the layers
14 nodes 4 4 5 2.81 3 6 12 5 1
26 nodes 10 5 6 3.57 3 6 12 20 9 1
42 nodes 16 6 7 4.28 3 6 12 20 28 13 1
62 nodes 26 7 8 4.99 3 6 12 20 28 36 17 1
86 nodes 36 8 9 5.68 3 6 12 20 28 36 44 21 1
114 nodes 50 9 10 6.37 3 6 12 20 28 36 44 52 25 1
146 nodes 64 10 11 7.05 3 6 12 20 28 36 44 52 60 29 1
182 nodes 82 11 12 7.73 3 6 12 20 28 36 44 52 60 68 33 1
• their diameters d(G) are equal to d(G)t + 1, where
d(G)t denotes the theoretically calculated diameter
of an ideal graph;
• in the first d(G)t − 1 layers all sets of nodes equally
distant from the source node reach maximal power;
• in the last layer there is only 1 node;
• they are automorphic structures;
• in the inner ring there always appear two subcycles
of length p/2.
Examples of distributions of nodes in this type of
graphs are presented in Table 1.
D(G)t means the theoretical diameter, D(G)qi - real
diameter. These structures are depicted by the following
formulas:
• Number of nodes in each ring can be calculated us-
ing (17):
pqi = 2
[
D(G)2t − 3D(G)t + 3
]
(17)
• Length of the chord of inner ring qi:
when D(G)t is even
qi = D(G)
2
t − 4D(G)t + 4
when D(G)t is odd
qi = D(G)
2
t − 4D(G)t + 5
(18)
• The diameter can be described by expression:
D(G)t =
3 +
√
2pqi − 3
2
(19)
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• Number of nodes in last but one layer:
pD(G)t = 4D(G)t − 11 (20)
• Average path length:
when D(G)t > 4
davi =
2
3
4D(G)(D(G)2−1)−9(D(G)2−2)
4D(G)2−12D(G)+11
(21)
Fig. 4: Parameter’s difference between theoretical ideal
and real graph
As summing-up in Fig. 4 the juxtaposition of the pa-
rameters of the best real structures NdRm belonging to
both meaning groups in respect to theoretical calculated
ideal graphs are shown.
From these charts it follows that the difference of the
real graphs diameters do not exceed more than 3, but aver-
age path length is very close to characteristic of reference
graphs.
In order to find real best reference parameters of third
degree graphs they defined Reference Graph. It represents
lower bounds for average distance and diameter for all
these graphs, but since it is in many cases "virtual graph"
these bounds may not always be achievable.
The Reference Graph possesses parameters as follows:
1. The number of nodes pdRG in d-th layer is deter-
mined by formula:
pdRG = 3 · 2(d−1) (22)
2. Total number of nodes pD(G)RG versus graph diam-
eter is described by expression:
pD(G)RG = 3 · 2D(G)RG − 2 (23)
3. Value of diameter versus total number of nodes is
given can be calculated following formula:
D(G) =
⌊
log2
pD(G)RG + 2
3
⌋
(24)
4. Average path length davr in function of diameter is
equal to:
davRG =
3 · (D(G)− 1) · 2D(G) + 1
3 ·
(
2D(G) − 1
) (25)
5. This graph is symmetrical, all of its parameters are
equal regardless from which node they are calcu-
lated.
In Fig. 5 comparison of basic parameters of NdRm
structure and Reference Graph is shown.
From these pictures it follows that the parameters of
NdRm structures in significant degree are different from
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Fig. 5: Comparison of basic parameters NdRm structure
and Reference Graph
Reference Graph, so authors of presented paper decided
to try to find similar structures having better properties.
3 Modification of NdR Structure
In this part of the paper other, proposed by authors, mod-
ification of NdR topologies will be presented.
3.1 NdRa structure
Definition 5 NdRa forms the structure consisted of:
• outer ring has p nodes (p has to be divisible by 4), in
which each node ok is connected with two adjacent
nodes ok−1(modp) and ok+1(modp);
• inner ring or rings which have in total p nodes.
Each even node i2k+p is connected with two adja-
cent nodes i2k+p+q1(mod2p) and i2k+q2(mod2p) and
each odd node i2k+1+p is connected with two adja-
cent nodes i2k+1+p−q1(mod2p) and i2k+1+q2(mod2p);
• each node of the inner ring ik+p is connected with a
corresponding node of the outer ring ok.
Parameter q1 must be odd; q2 is even and equal to p/2.
They are meaning the lengths of the chords. This structure
is describing in the following way - NdRa(2p; q1, q2).
Fig. 6: Examples of analyzed structures
In the beginning the distribution of the nodes in the lay-
ers was analyzed.
As it follows from Table 2 the nodes distribution de-
pends of the numbers of them creating the structure. If
Fig. 7: Comparison of basic graph parameters in depen-
dence of number of nodes
the number of nodes in a graph is not divisible by 8 than
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Tab. 2: Maximal number of nodes in the layers
d 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Node Number of nodes
3 6 12 22 30 38 46 54 62 70 In/Out p not|8 NdRa1
pdo 3 5 9 16 22 27 33 38 42 47 In p|8 NdRa2
3 6 11 17 23 28 32 37 43 48 Out
it does not matter how to choose a source node (inner or
outer ring) of optimal graph, both parameters - diameter
and average path length can reach the same value, in the
second case it is impossible.
In Fig. 7 the results obtained in experimental way are
shown.
In the first case in inner ring the edges create Hamilton
cycle, chord q2 connects even and odd node, in turn odd
node is connected to even node by chord q1 etc.
In second case chord q2 connects two even or odd node,
so when source node has number i, it will obtain cycle
which creates sequence of numbers−i+ p/2mod(p); i+
p/2 + q1mod(p); i + p/2 + q1 + p/2mod(p) ≡ i + q1;
i + q1 − q1 ≡ i. Then always a subcycle consisting of 4
edges will be obtained.
In dependence of number of nodes creating analyzing
structures, is it divisible by 8 or not, the distribution of
nodes in successive layer of optimal graph can be de-
scribed as follows:
(26)
On the basis of obtained results the theoretical total
number of nodes forming optimal graphs with the diame-
ter D(G) was defined by:
(27)
where 2po denotes the sum of all the nodes of NdR opti-
mal structure.
The average length path of optimal graphs is describing
by expressions:
(28)
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Tab. 3: Total numbers of nodes forming optimal graphs versus diameter
D(G) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Node Number of nodes
2po 4 10 22 44 74 112 158 212 274 344 In/Out not p|8
4 9 18 34 56 83 116 154 196 243 In p|8
4 10 21 38 61 89 121 158 201 249 Out
(29)
In second case the average path length has to be counted
as average value of davo out and davo in.
In Fig. 8 and 9 the comparison of parameters both type
of graphs are shown.
3.2 NdRb structure
Definition 6 Two rings, each containing p nodes (p has
to be divisible by 4), form the NdRb structure:
• outer ring, in which each node ok is connected with
two adjacent nodes ok−1(modp) and ok+1(modp);
• inner ring, in which each even node i2k+p is con-
nected with two adjacent nodes i2k+p+q1(mod2p) and
Fig. 8: Comparison of basic parameters real and theoret-
ical graphs in dependence of number of nodes when the
number of nodes is not divisible by 8
i2k+p+q2(mod2p) and each odd node i2k+1+p is con-
nected with two adjacent nodes i2k+p−q1(mod2p) and
i2k+p−q2(mod2p);
• each node of the inner ring ik+p is connected with a
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Fig. 9: Comparison of basic parameters real and theoret-
ical graphs in dependence of number of nodes when the
number of nodes is divisible by 8
corresponding node of the outer ring ok.
Parameters q1 and q2 must be odd, they are meaning
the lengths of the chords and describing this structure in
the following way - NdRb(p; q1, q2).
In the Table 4 the distribution of nodes in successive
layers of optimal, virtual graph, obtained in experimental
way, is shown.
Fig. 10: Example of NdRb structure
This distribution of the nodes in dependence of the dis-
tance calculated from any source node is given by:
(30)
On the basis of these results the total number of nodes
can be calculated and described by (31) (Table 5).
Tab. 5: Maximal number of nodes in the layers
D(G) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
2po 4 10 22 46 84 140 217 319
(31)
The average path length can be calculated using expres-
sions as it follows:
(32)
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Tab. 4: Maximal number of nodes in the layers
d 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
pdo 3 6 12 24 38 56 77 102 129 160
The obtained results of comparison of optimal and real
graphs in Fig. 11 are shown.
Fig. 11: Comparison of basic parameters real and theoret-
ical graphs in dependence of number of nodes
3.3 NdRc structure
Definition 7 Two rings, each containing p nodes (p has
to be divisible by 2), form the NdRc structure:
• outer ring, in which each node ok is connected with
two adjacent nodes ok−1(modp) and ok+1(modp);
• inner ring, in which each even node i2k+p is con-
nected with two adjacent nodes i2k+p−q1(mod2p) and
i2k+p+q1(mod2p) and each odd node i2k+1+p is con-
nected with two adjacent nodes i2k+p−q2(mod2p) and
i2k+p+q2(mod2p);
• each node of the inner ring ik+p is connected with a
corresponding node of the outer ring ok.
Parameters q1 and q2 must be even, they are meaning the
lengths of the chords and describing this structure in the
following way - NdRc(p; q1, q2).
Example of this structure in Fig. 12 is show.
Fig. 12: Example of chordal ring NDRc(24; 2,4)
Distribution of nodes in the layers in dependence of
source node location is shown in Table 6.
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Tab. 6: Distribution of nodes in the layers
d 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 ring
pdo 3 6 12 24 44 78 132 204 292 396 Inner
3 6 12 24 42 68 112 176 256 352 Outer
These sequences can be described by expression (33):
(33)
where pdin and pdout means the number of nodes count-
ing of nodes belonging to the inner or outer ring accord-
ingly.
Theoretical total number of nodes in optimal graphs
calculated in dependence of source nodes location is
shown in Table 7.
The optimal graphs do not exist in reality but the total
number of nodes in dependence of source nodes location
can be given by expressions:
(34)
The theoretical average path lengths calculated using for-
mula davNDRb = daviNDRb+davoNDRb2 are equal to (35):
(35)
The difference between real and theoretical calculated pa-
rameters of NdRc structures is shown in Fig. 13.
Fig. 13: Difference between parameters of real and virtual
structures NdRc
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Tab. 7: Total number of nodes versus graph diameter
D(G) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 ring
PD(G)o 4 10 22 46 90 168 300 504 796 1192 Inner
4 10 22 46 88 156 268 444 700 1052 Outer
3.4 NdRd structures
Definition 8 Two rings, each containing p nodes (p has
to be divisible by 4), form the NdRd structure:
• outer ring, in which each node ok is connected with
two adjacent nodes ok−1(modp) and ok+1(modp);
• inner ring, in which each even node i(2k+p)=0(mod4)
is connected with two adjacent nodes
i2k+p+q1(mod2p) and i2k+p+q2(mod2p), each
even node i(2k+p)=2(mod4) is connected to nodes
i2k+p+q1(mod2p) and i2k+p−q2(mod2p) and each odd
node i2k+1+p=1(mod4) is connected to two adja-
cent nodes i2k+p−q1(mod2p) and i2k+p+q3(mod2p)
and node i2k+1+p=3(mod4) is connected to nodes
i2k+p−q1(mod2p) and i2k+p−q3(mod2p);
• each node of the inner ring ik+p is connected with a
corresponding node of the outer ring ok.
Parameters q1 must be odd but q2 and q3 - even, they are
meaning the lengths of the chords. This structure is de-
scribing by - NdRd(p; q1, q2, q3).
Fig. 14: Example of chordal ring NdRd(24; 9,6,10)
An example of these structures is shown in Fig. 14. Dis-
tribution of nodes in the layers in dependence of source
nodes location is shown in Table 8.
The distribution of nodes in the first six layers can be
described by expression:
(36)
Theoretical total number of nodes in optimal graphs
calculated in dependence of diameter is shown in Table 9.
In this case it can calculate the total number of nodes in
dependence of graph diameter (if it is not bigger than 6)
using formula:
(37)
and the average path length of optimal graph is equal to:
(38)
It did not find any simple formulas describing distribu-
tions of nodes in higher layers, total number of nodes in
NdRd structures and what is follows from this situation -
average path length.
The difference between real and theoretical calculated
parameters of NdRd structures is shown in Fig. 15.
3.5 Summing-up of the analysis
In the previous parts of this chapter an analysis of mod-
ified topological structures was presented. As a base for
the creation of these topologies NdR structure was using.
This analysis concentrated on two parameters: the diame-
ter and average path length, which were used as a measure
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Tab. 8: Distribution of nodes in the first layers
d 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 Ring
pdo 3 6 12 24 43 76 125 179 247 344 460 583 732 924 1150 Inner
3 6 12 24 43 76 123 181 249 340 459 583 736 924 1143 Outer
Tab. 9: Total number of nodes in optimal graphs
D(G) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 Ring
po 4 10 22 46 89 165 290 469 716 1060 1520 2103 2835 3759 4909 Inner
4 10 22 46 89 165 288 469 718 1058 1517 2100 2836 3760 4903 Outer
of properties of the transmission networks modeled with
the help of this type of graphs. In order to facilitate the es-
timation of these parameters expression for calculation of
theoretical values characteristic for the graphs of optimal
and ideal were given. In the diagrams the values of these
parameters calculated theoretically and obtained experi-
mentally for the real graph as a function of the number of
nodes making up these structures were given.
The obtained results showed that the diameters of
graphs NdRa1, NdRa2, NdRd in function of the number
of nodes, are different from the theoretically calculated
no more than 2. In the case of graphs NdRb they found
one instance of the difference equal to 3, while such dif-
ferences often appear in the structures of NdRc. In order
to better visualize the differences of the average length of
paths that appear in the real structures in respect to theo-
retical calculations in absolute terms and relative rates in
the additional diagrams are given.
It was stated that differences of average path length de-
creases with the increase of the number of nodes forming
the graphs and in any considered case slightly exceed or
are less than 2% when the number of nodes exceeds 200.
In Fig. 16 the comparison of the both basic parame-
ters of all analyzed structures is shown. From the charts
it follows that the best properties possess graphs NdRc
and NdRd but when structure consists of number of nodes
greater than 150, in this case the difference between all
analyzed topologies is significant. The disadvantage of
NdRd structure is fact that it can be constructed when the
number of nodes is equal or greater than 40 and only in
this case this number is divisible by 8. This structure is
quite complicated and additionally they did not find any
polynomial describing the distribution of nodes in lay-
ers when the distance of source node is greater than 6.
The drawback of NdRc is a difference between parame-
ters value in dependence of the location of a source node
(it belongs to outer or inner ring and has odd or even num-
ber). NdRa2 (when global number of nodes is divisible by
8) possesses the worst properties, while NdRa1 has pa-
rameters similar to basic structure NdR.
From the application point of view it seems that NdRb
structures are the optimal solution for modelling optical
network of type NdR. These structures are simple in con-
struction, have a quite good basic parameters and these
parameters are equal regardless of the source node they
are calculated.
4 Conclusions
In this paper, in first part an analysis of NdR structures
has been carried out. In this paper the authors proposed
a few structures which are the modification of basic NdR
graphs and presented their properties and formulas which
can be used to facilitate process of choice of optimal net-
work based on NdR structures.
A general conclusion that can be drawn from the pre-
sented analysis is that using structures of the NdR type
for building extended computer networks is advisable and
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Fig. 15: Difference between parameters of real and virtual
structures NdRd
technologically justified due to their speed (resulting from
a small diameter and the average path length), low degree
of forming the network nodes, and good extensibility.
In Fig. 17 comparison of diameters and average path
length of the best structure created on the base of NdR
graph and Reference graph is shown. From this picture
it follows that NdRc has parameters more close to Refer-
ence graph parameters but they are different of the ideal,
so the future works, doing by authors, will be concentrate
on searching the structures having parameters equal or
Fig. 16: Comparison of analyzed structures
Fig. 17: Comparison of parameters of basic NdRm, real
NdRc and Reference graphs in function of number of
nodes
minimal different from mentioning above relation graph.
Shown results are used, by the authors, in the design-
ing of broadband networks based on DWDM technology
and also were implemented in the algorithms for selecting
the best neighbours in Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN)
in order to ensure high efficiency readings in Automatic
Meter Reading (AMR) system dedicated for acquisition
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and distribution of data from/to watt-hour-meters.
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Abstract. Abstract: In this paper the general
information regarding controlling multi-agent
systems has been given. The simulation results
of using algorithms, proposed by authors, used
for controlling groups of robots servicing the
virtual library has been presented. These sim-
ulations concerned estimation of following pa-
rameters: number of iterations needed to com-
plete a task, average customer service time and
average customer awaiting service time in func-
tion of number of robots, size of library and
number of exchange points.
1 Introduction
The multi-agent systems are the dynamically developing
branch of science which is deeply explored now days be-
cause of its big potential of usage. Systems like these can
be used both in supporting of life science and humanis-
tic science and widely understood informatics. The usage
of those systems in modern informatics allows upgrading
computer systems performance, upgrading of their param-
eters and resolving very complex problems which without
the usage of those systems would be very difficult to re-
solve. The most important field where multi-agent sys-
tems can be used is robotics, where are using to creation
and controlling of the group of robots. In this case single
robot is able to work independently. It can communicate
with other robots sharing information about surrounding
environment and to realize specified goal. This allows for
replacing or relieve humans protecting our health and live
for instance in emergency situations, industry or battle-
field.
The goal of the following paper is to present the
achieved results of the simulation allowing for examine of
the abilities of the usage and evaluation of the efficiency
of the proposed algorithms of controlling the multi-agent
system supporting library which allows for choosing the
most optimal organization of this system.
2 Background
The intensive development of the informatics causes the
need of searching new solutions in creating systems,
which are reliable and efficient in usage. It is found that
the development of information processing is largely de-
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pendent of the new application in informatics systems,
the better utilization of the networks capabilities and dis-
tributed systems which are characterized by realization of
the processes being done in parallel by multiple machines
using shared resources.
The multi-agent system [1] is a form of complex com-
puter applications which realize in parallel and distribute
specified tasks with decentralized data containing [2]:
• A set of agents A = a1, a2, . . . , an, where ax is an
agent which does not have complete information and
is autonomous,
• Environment V , that is the place of performance of
the algorithm, in which agents are located. The en-
vironment contains some ingredients that are pro-
cessed by the agent,
• A set of R rules defining the relationships and inter-
actions of agent - environment.
K. Centarowicz in his work [3] laid down the expecta-
tions of a new approach to information systems, such as
multi-agent systems:
• Increase the flexibility in systems - systems can be
easily adapted to carry out new tasks under varying
conditions to a much greater extent than in systems
that do not use agents;
• Increase the reliability of systems - enabling the cre-
ation and use of new tools that allow for better pro-
tection of complex computer systems;
• Improving the efficiency of systems - improving the
time parameters, the implementation of new capabil-
ities - combining features of different systems and
obtaining new properties (eg. self-organization, self-
adaptation).
The application of multi-agent systems will allow the
creation of systems that enable the development of con-
struction technology systems that will create and use sys-
tems difficult or impossible to achieve without the use of
an agent (e.g. due to the complexity or to work under
conditions of incomplete information about the problem),
and the process creation of decentralized systems (prob-
lem analysis, design, programming and implementation)
may be simpler, cheaper and more reliable [3].
Multi-agent systems are used in areas such as: sup-
port for solving optimization tasks and tasks that require
the use of constraint programming, software engineering,
computer networks, such as network management, secu-
rity for information systems, robotics, modeling and sim-
ulation aspects of the natural sciences and the humani-
ties [2].
The term agent is understood as a computer program in
a sufficiently precise operating environment, which is the
active component, with the necessary information about
his condition, the ability to use certain resources and the
ability to make independent decisions, adapted to current
conditions, taking steps to achieve that goal.
Features agent regards two types of information [3]:
• The flow of the information agent - environment
Each autonomous agent acting in their environment
makes certain observations of the environment to re-
trieve the information necessary for its operation.
Agent may have memory and ability to learn on the
basis of the observed changes in the environment,
and previous decisions. State of the environment and
the actions of other agents have a direct impact on
the decisions and behavior of the agent, and all his
actions directly affect the environment. The agent
should be able to use the often contradictory infor-
mation coming from different sources, and dynami-
cally changing environment should not affect the ef-
fectiveness of the agent is and the accuracy of his
assessment of the situation.
• The flow of the information agent - agent
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During operation, agents invoking certain events can
communicate with each other to provide the informa-
tion necessary to complete a task. Between agents
can be distinguished the following relations: coexis-
tence - the agent should be able to do its job without
the help of other agents, however, there are possible
conflicts between the agents, co-operation - the agent
to perform a task must necessarily interact with other
agents, cooperation - to complete a task only one
agent is necessary, but in the environment, there are
many potential contractors (in this case, cooperation
is essential for agents, which leads to the emergence
of an agent - the contractor); distributed performance
- for the job you need a group of agents.
In multi-agent systems, there are two types of agents.
This division is based on the method of decision-making
based on the method of perception: a purely reactive agent
- decisions are the result of current knowledge about the
environment, the agent does not use or analyze informa-
tion on the previous states of the environment, an agent
with internal parameter - the agent to make decisions us-
ing the knowledge of the former states of the environment.
Agents to make decisions are using the decision-
making functions. Depending on the implementation of
the architecture these are as follows [4]:
• Logic-based architecture - is characterized by clar-
ity, simplicity approach and high computational
complexity, which is often the result of prolonged
decision-making. Agent receives information about
the environment stored in a symbolic way, which
then updates, and all decisions are made on the basis
of logical deduction.
• Reactive architecture - this architecture abandoned
token entry environment, all decisions are made on
the basis of direct communication agent - the envi-
ronment, and the final behavior is the sum of simple
agent behaviors.
• The BDI (Belief Desire Intention) type architecture
is intuitive. Its main objective is to decide what you
want to achieve and how. According to this architec-
ture, an agent at each step determines what must to
do to carry out their task goal.
• Layered architectures - these are all types of architec-
tures that have at least two layers. There are of two
types: parallel and serial. In the parallel architectures
all layers receive and process the signals appearing at
the input, and generate an output signal. Operations
using this method are fast, but they need a special
mechanism for deciding which layer at a time should
do its decision function. In the serial type, data are
received by one layer, and then sent to the next layer,
which results that the system is simpler, does not re-
quire a master decision mechanism, but because of
the elongated path of information flow is slower.
In multi-agent systems there are many ways to imple-
ment the decision-making mechanism. In terms of the
decision-making multi-agent systems are divided into [5]:
• Centralized structure, where decisions are taken by
one agent, designated as the leader (coordinator).
Coordinator has full information about the environ-
ment, it can collect and store and transmit orders to
other agents. In this way it is easy to implement
predictive and optimization functions. An additional
advantage of this system is to simplify the decision-
making - there is no negotiations mechanism. The
main disadvantages of this solution is its low relia-
bility (failure of the coordinator causes the crash of
whole system) and the dependence of the reaction
rate on the size of the system.
• Hierarchical structure, where the structure of the sys-
tem consists of agents connected with relationships
at different levels of the hierarchy. Main process is
divided into smaller, related subprocesses. The ad-
vantage of this approach is easier and simpler to im-
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plement, which can be introduced gradually - due to
the modular configuration. The disadvantage of this
system is its low scalability (even small changes in
the environment may require intervention at several
levels of the hierarchy), the difficulty of access to
higher levels of hierarchy and limited fault tolerance.
• Hybrid structure which combines the features of hi-
erarchical and centralized structures. In this system,
the system distinguishes agents whose task is to opti-
mize decisions, and other agents of limited influence
on decision making. The advantages of this struc-
ture are usually all the positive features of both ar-
chitectures (centralized and hierarchical). The ma-
jor disadvantages include quite small scalability and
limited resistance to a system crash.
• Distributed structure, where each agent has full
decision-making capacity, and by the relevant trans-
actions with other agents can realize their goals. The
main advantage of this architecture is a high resis-
tance to failure - in case of failure of the agent, the
rest of the system continues to run, because other
agents can take over tasks undone by faulty agent.
Taking into account the software implementation,
the system is easier to develop, because the software
will be similar for each of the agents. Good scal-
ability and ease of deployment of self-organization,
are characteristic of this architecture. The main dis-
advantage of this solution is difficult to achieve the
objective imposed on the system due to the need
for continuous exchange of information between
agents who speak about their immediate environ-
ment. Without this exchange of such data, compli-
cating the construction of an agent, the system could
not perform the tasks previously assigned.
The decision on the next step and about how to meet
this target, the agent takes on the basis of observations of
the environment. So the agent to be able to act in accor-
dance with their algorithm needs to be placed in the envi-
ronment. Environment can be classified as follows [4]:
• Available / unavailable - the availability of environ-
mental says the number of the information about it.
Determines the level of accessibility to the complex-
ity of the construction of the agent, the more infor-
mation, the easier it is to build an agent;
• Deterministic / non-deterministic, if the environment
is deterministic, it means that all actions of the agent
environment responds uniquely;
• Episodic / non episodic. Episodic environment
means that the changes that occur in the environment
of the particular agent it does not depend on the ac-
tions of other agents on the other stages;
• Static / dynamic - static environment allows the agent
to perform only a finite number of actions;
The environment can be divided into different parts be-
cause of its availability [3]:
• Far environment - a collection of data that is indi-
rectly within the perception of the agent.
• Close environment - an environment that the agent
using the procedures of perception is only within his
observation.
• Surrounding - part of the environment (close), in
which the causative agent is not possible, for which
the agent can act, process it and change it.
• The neighborhood is part of the surrounding in which
the agent can act with more power than the other
agents.
• Own environment - the part of the neighborhood,
which can only be modified by the algorithm, so-
called owner and other algorithms can make changes
to this part of the environment only through and with
the consent of the owner.
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When creating multi-agent system it is very important
to choose the right environment for agents and their ac-
tivities. A very practical application to the environment
based on graphs, called graph similar environments [5].
They are characterized by the simplicity of the imple-
mentation and large and highly complex theoretical back-
ground. Due to the large number of available algorithms
to find paths in the graph, the agents in the environment,
moving around the nodes of a graph may find be the most
optimal route to get there.
3 The use of multi-agent systems in
robotics
Robots are found in many areas of human life, often re-
placing humans and doing various jobs for him. With the
development of science, which is the robotics, you need
to control not only the individual robots, but also a group
of robots. One of the main applications of multi-agent
systems is to use them in a distributed robotics, which
may be understood as directing a group of autonomous
robots working together to carry out tasks with varying
(dynamic) parameters, and the environment [6, 7, 8].
Tasks performed by a team of robots can be divided into
two main groups [4]. The first one has a task that can be
successfully performed by a single robot, but the use of
several robots significantly shorten the duration of the en-
tire task or the use of one agent will be less effective. The
second group consists of tasks that cannot be performed
by a single robot, and only allow the use of several agents
to perform the activity.
The three main areas of application of the team of
robots are: transport - in the case of items that prevent
transport from one robot (with large size, high weight) or
when one robot performs the task more slowly, the ex-
ploration - gathering information about the area - a group
of robots will do the job faster, furthermore it is possible
to start exploring the different places in different direc-
tions, inspection - patrolling the area, an example may
be searching for minutes by robots, collecting scattered
elements - in this case, a team of agents has undoubted
advantages over a single robot, because a group of robots
can search a much larger area than a single robot, so that
patrolling will be done accurately.
Multi-agent systems can be used to perform diverse
types of tasks [3]. Examples are as follows:
• Sweep - understood to perform certain activities in
certain areas (vacuuming, painting, cleaning, inspec-
tion);
• Search of the environment, quite similar to the pre-
viously described sweep. The problem of searching
the destroyed areas requires a different approach to
designing systems based on a group of rescue robots
that need to respond flexibly to a greater amount of
information to make more complex decisions to ad-
dress emerging problems and also be more resistant
to failures. The unpredictability of the environment
and shorten the time of operation of robots are the
main problems faced by the designers of such sys-
tems;
• Motion control, which can be understood in two
ways: as a robot motion control (that is, ensuring
that the group of robots moving in a top-down set
taking into account the co-operation between robots)
as well as motion control for robots (eg. in factories,
where all the stages of production must be done in
the right order at the right time).
• Emergency medical services. Robots are used to test
the emergency response strategy, team work coordi-
nation, collection, analysis and processing of infor-
mation. According to the assumptions in the future
work of this type to replace the emergency services
and minimize the risk of emergency workers, disas-
ter victims to be giving the their health status and, if
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necessary, to provide for those in need of food and
means of communication.
Multi-agent systems are not only used in robotics for
scientific and industrial, but also for entertainment, for ex-
ample, to popularize the issues related to robotics and ar-
tificial intelligence created RoboCup competitions [4, 9].
Summing up, groups of robots can be used in many ways
to perform various operations and solving various prob-
lems.
In the further part of this article is present an analysis
using a group of robots, controlled by multi-agents algo-
rithms that support virtual library [10].
The results of the use of a team of robotic control al-
gorithms will be presented in terms of evaluation of the
following parameters:
• The number of iterations of the algorithm, i.e. the
number of actions that robots have to perform to
achieve the goal;
• Average customer service time, i.e. the number of
units of time in which the client gave and received
all the books;
• Average customer waiting time to the entrance to the
library, i.e. the number of units of time, during which
customer waited from the entering the queue to until
the start of its operation.
4 Description of proposed algo-
rithms
The subject of this paper is to present the possibility of
using multi-agent systems to control the group of robots
team on the example of a group that supports virtual li-
brary.
For the analysis the following assumptions ware under-
taken: clients coming to the library put in exchange points
(system inputs) books for return and a list of "wishes"
Fig. 1: Diagram of exemplary analyze library
containing a list of items to borrow, The task of a group
of robots is to return books to the shelves which ware re-
turned to library and bring back the ordered (output sys-
tem) books.
Research on the performance and application of multi-
agent algorithms were performed on a simulation en-
vironment [11] that has been shown in the Fig. 1. It
is a two-dimensional environment, graph similar, where
robots move between nodes in the graph along the paths
of latitudinal-meridian system (freely selectable distance
of two points is the sum of the absolute values differences
in their coordinates), and change of the direction of move-
ment of the robot is possible only in nodes.
In each simulation step the robot can perform one ac-
tion, such as changing the position, download books,
waiting for a job.
Robots use Dijkstra’s algorithm to find the shortest
path. The main aim of authors was to select the algorithm
for working robots, which will output with a shortest time
of customer service.
Non collision algorithms were analyzed, namely those
in which the robots will not be able to detect a collision,
i.e. simultaneously occupy the same graph node, and the
same path, which corresponds to the situation that exists
independent of the road on which the robots move. It
was assumed that there is a possibility of free parameters
matching the library:
• Number of robots servicing the library;
• Transport capacity of the robot, the number of books
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that the robot can carry when performing one task;
• Number of positions available to customers;
• Limit of books that can be put on the point;
• Number of rows of books;
• Number of segments in the bilateral row;
• Number of shelves on one side of the segment.
Among couple of algorithms which have considered,
after analysis [11] for further tests one algorithm with dis-
tributed structure and two algorithms with hybrid struc-
ture were chosen. Below are characteristics and descrip-
tion of every one of each.
Environment and algorithms have been implemented
using the Java programming technology.
4.1 RI Algorithm
When developing the RI algorithm, the following assump-
tions where done. It has a distributed structure, which
means that each robot independently decides what to do
in the next step. Robot in a single task can carry only one
book. In each step of the algorithm, before any action is
performed robot checks if it has an empty pocket, where
he puts the book. If it do not currently support any task, it
executes viewing positions in the library - this step always
begins with the desktop that is closest to the entrance to
the library. First, it is checked whether the positions are
not on a list of "wishes". If a particular position is found
on the list it moves the book to the exchange point and if
not it decides to put the carried book on the shelf. The
Fig. 2 shows a block diagram of the algorithm RI.
4.2 H1 Algorithm
The H1 algorithm is characterized by a hybrid structure
- assignment of jobs is the coordinator responsibility, and
each robot can decide what steps to do to achieve the goal.
Coordinator allocates the robot to handle a specific job
position and the number of volumes that are on it, or are
to be delivered, how the robot is able to transport at one
time. Coordinator begins its operation by creating a list
of available positions in the library. During the search
task is selected first position in the list, then the number
is moved to the end of the queue, to avoid build-up tasks
for selected positions. In determining the position of the
manual, it is checked whether they are on the books to
return or list of "wishes". If the position is not empty, it
begins to determine the stage of the robot to handle the
position. Management algorithm checks whether any of
the agents at the moment waiting to be assigned a task,
and when found, assign it to a specific position.
Robots supporting work stations can download as many
books as they can carry in their pocket. Robot starting
work reports it to coordinator that he expects the task, and
checks whether or not he has been assigned a exchange
point to handle. After receiving the order, first it checks
to see if in the exchange point can be found books to re-
turn, and if it finds any it puts it in his pocket until it is
full or until all books are collected. Once the pocket is
full, the agent starts offload items to the shelves. If the
robot has already put all the volumes or did not find any,
it checks if the exchange point has any a list of "wishes".
Locating the list starts downloading procurement phase of
the shelves, which lasts up to fill robots pocket or handle
all of the books that the customer wants to borrow. In the
next step, the robot carries owned books, and when they
are delivered the task is assumed as completed and re-
ports the coordinator the transition to the stand-by mode
(Fig. 3).
4.3 H2 Algorithm
The H2 algorithm is hybrid structure algorithm. Like the
H1, coordinator operation is to select tasks and assign job
to support them. Robot gets the job from the coordina-
tor or waiting to be assigned to. After downloading the
task the robot decide on its own what steps need to do
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Fig. 2: Block diagram of the algorithm RI
to achieve the goal. The algorithm distinguishes between
two types of tasks - to provide books to the position (DE-
LIVER_TO_DESK) and take books out of exchange point
(TAKE_FROM_DESK).
For each task can it be assigned more than one book,
but the maximum number of them may not exceed a ca-
pacity of robot pocket. The agent can perform only one
order at a time only and it cannot be disrupted or replaced
by other during its lifetime. Depending on the type of
task, the robot behavior is different. In the case of deliv-
ery to the exchange point more than two books, the robot
looks for the position of a book that is closest to its current
position. In this way, the travel time to the shelves is min-
imized. However, there is also the ability to deliver books
without analysis of their position by changing the order in
your pocket (books are arranged from the earliest located
in exchange point to the latest). Coordinator first assign
tasks to related to delivery of the books - this impacts on
the improvement of the library service - customers who
want to return a book do not wait and after hanging books
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Fig. 3: Block diagram of the algorithm H1
leave the library, reducing average handle time.
The algorithm of the robot at the beginning retrieves
information about a task that coordinator assigned. In the
algorithm has been used flags - these are variables which
can store information about the task details. Initially, each
robot has set its variable in the "WAIT". When the robot
performs the next step it is checked the number of bib-
liographic position, which the agent has not yet handled.
If the size of the list is equal to one, the robot changes
the flag to the next task in the queue, doing task which
it found earlier. Finishing the job, after all books are de-
livered, robot reports it to coordinator, which changes the
information status of the robot - set it as available to as-
sign tasks (Fig. 4).
Coordinator its algorithm starts with operation of find-
ing robots ready to take the books from the exchange
points. It then searches the exchange points, in search
of tasks, and when it detects a new job reported by the ex-
change point algorithm terminates its action, selects free
agent and assigns him the task type, titles of books and
number of positions (Fig. 5).
5 Simulation analysis of the pro-
posed algorithms
The above-described algorithms were tested determining
the number of iterations, the average customer service
time and average waiting time for customer service. The
simulations were performed for the following environ-
mental variables: the library served by one to three robots
that due to the limitation of the algorithm, in one task
robot can carry only one book. In the library for students
were available from one to six exchange points, which
may at one time have up to five books. In the environment
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Fig. 4: Block diagram of the algorithm H2a
are placed two, three or four segments, and the number
of bilateral segments is equal to the number of rows. In
each segment, there were five racks. In order to bring
more transparency in the parameter "number of rows" is
defined as the size of the library. The research was con-
ducted under the assumption handling thousand of clients.
In the charts presented below is shown the results of the
simulation.
5.0.1 Number of iterations
From presented above diagrams (Fig. 6, 7) it results that
if library is serviced by one robot then the sort of control
robot algorithm and the size of library does not have any
special impact. However if the library is serviced by more
than one robot than hybrid algorithms gives better results
although if number of exchange points is more than four
than the difference between iterations in H1 and H2 algo-
rithms can be omitted regardless of the size of the library.
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Fig. 5: Block diagram of the algorithm H2b
5.0.2 Average customer service time
Just as it did in the case of the study the number of itera-
tions that if the library implements one service robot, the
robot control algorithm type and size of the library has
no special meaning. If the library supports more than one
robot, the hybrid algorithms provide much shorter cus-
tomer service time but if the number of the positions is
greater than four then difference between those times ob-
tained through the use of algorithms for H1 and H2 is not
much regardless of the size of the library (Fig. 8, 9).
5.0.3 Customer service awaiting time
With regard to the examination of customer waiting time
for service, it is just like it was in previously analyzed re-
sults of the estimation of the parameters, selection of the
type of robot control algorithm and library size does not
matter if you the library is serviced by one robot. If the li-
brary supports more than one robot, the hybrid algorithms
provide a much shorter waiting for customer service time,
but the difference between those obtained by using algo-
rithms H1 and H2 is significant regardless of the size of
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Fig. 6: The results of used algorithms in terms of the num-
ber of iterations performed as a function of the number of
exchange points serving customers, assuming a variable
number of robots that support a library of size 2 (RI - dis-
tributed algorithm, Hi - hybrid algorithms)
the library (Fig. 10, 11).
Based on the obtained results, it was found that the pa-
rameters of the algorithm on a distributed structure signif-
icantly different from the results of typical hybrid struc-
tures, an additional simulation has been done for algo-
rithms H1 and H2 in order to determine their effective-
ness for handling 3 books at one time. These tests were
carried out for the library size of 4. The obtained results
are presented in summary charts below.
Fig. 7: The results of examination of used algorithms in
terms of completed number of iterations in function of
servicing the clients and the number of servicing robots
assuming that the size of library is 4
• Number of iterations
The chart presented above (Fig. 12) confirms previ-
ous results and observations but we can see that if
library is served by more than one robot than the dif-
ference of number of iterations using H1 and H2 al-
gorithms impacts the number of exchange points.
• Average customer service time
Fig. 12. The results of examination of H1 and H2 al-
gorithms In terms of average customer service type
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Fig. 8: The results of examination of used algorithms
in terms of customer average service time in function of
number of exchanging points servicing the clients assum-
ing that the size of library is 2
in function of number of exchange points servic-
ing the clients assuming increasing number of car-
ried books by robot to 3. From the chart (Fig. 13)
given above it can conclude that if library is served
by more than one robot than the average customer
service time together with the increase of number of
exchange points is similar no matter what type of al-
gorithm was used.
• Service awaiting time
Fig. 9: The results of examination of used algorithms
in terms of customer average service time in function of
number of exchanging points servicing the clients assum-
ing that the size of library is 4
Presented above results confirm previous observa-
tions that H2 algorithm guarantee shorter customer
service awaiting time and this difference maintains
approximately at the same level no matter what is the
number of exchange points for customers (Fig. 14).
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Fig. 10: The results of examination of used algorithms in
terms of average customer service waiting time in func-
tion of number of exchange points servicing the clients
assuming that the size of library is B = 2
6 Conclusions
In this paper, in its first part it provided basic informa-
tion on multi-agent systems. The following sections de-
scribe the principles of operation of the proposed algo-
rithms, and show the results of analysis of proposed by
the authors control algorithms to control the systems that
support virtual library. Based on the simulations regard-
ing the number of iterations required to perform the tasks,
the average customer service time and the average wait-
Fig. 11: The results of test of used algorithms in terms
of average customer service waiting time in function of
number of exchanging points servicing the clients assum-
ing that the size of library is B = 4
ing time for customer service in function of the number of
robots used, the library size and the number of exchange
points, it was found that the systems that use teams of
robots are much more effective than systems operated by
single robot regardless of the algorithm used. Among the
proposed algorithms on the basis of the results found that
the best performance is a hybrid algorithm H2, because
it guarantees minimum customer expectations for service,
if the robot takes only one copy of the book, and if robot
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Fig. 12: The results of examination of H1 and H2 algo-
rithms in terms of completed number of iterations in func-
tion of number of exchange points servicing the clients as-
suming increasing number of carried books by robots (Hi
- type of algorithm, jr - number of robots)
Fig. 13: The results of examination of H1 and H2 algo-
rithms In terms of average customer service type in func-
tion of number of exchange points servicing the clients as-
suming increasing number of carried books by robot to 3
can carry a larger number of books also the number of
iterations necessary to handle the task.
It should be noted that the analysis of collision algo-
rithms, which do not detect a collision occurring during
the movement in the libraries, can simultaneously occupy
the same exchange point, and the path of the graph. This
problem is similar to the problem described in [12].
The second type of multi-agents control systems are
collision algorithms, in which environment is imple-
mented mechanism of collision detection, booking paths
and predictions of interdependence when choosing routes.
This type of algorithms will be the subject of further re-
Fig. 14: The results of examination of H1 and H2 algo-
rithms in terms of average customer service awaiting time
in function of number of exchange points servicing the
clients assuming increasing number of carried books by
robot to 3
search conducted by the authors of this paper.
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Abstract. In this short paper we summarize
the main results of 10 years of research on
network topologies carried out jointly at Aal-
borg University (AAU), Aalborg, Denmark, and
University of Life Science (UTP), Bydgoszcz,
Poland. The starting points are the Chordal
Rings, which were mainly studied in UTP, and
the N2R which were studied at AAU. From here
the universities have collaborated intensely, and
studied a number of alternatives and variations
of the original topologies, based on methodolo-
gies developed both independently and jointly
over time. This paper gives an overview of the
work done, and provides appropriate references
to the work for further details. The paper is pre-
sented as a tribute to Professor and Dean Antoni
Zabłudowski who passed away during 2012.
1 Introduction
Our society is becoming increasingly dependent on
communication infrastructures, including broadband net-
works, and they are used for many aspects of our lives;
Enterprises are relying on them for operating their busi-
nesses, contact with the public sector is increasingly based
on self-service and digital platforms, and many services
are (or are becoming) dependent on reliable high-capacity
broadband connections, including services within health
care, elderly care, education and homebased workplaces.
In addition, there are several projects on managing other
infrastructures using communication networks in differ-
ent forms, such as the Smart Grid and Intelligent Trans-
portation Systems. This is changing the requirements for
our digital infrastructure, where it is not only a matter of
being able to connect to the Internet, but also of reliabil-
ity and quality of the connections. This increased focus
can also be seen from various projects on Internet Qual-
ity, where the most prominent is the European benchmark
on Network Quality carried out by SamKnowns [1].
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The study of network topologies is crucial in this
regard, at multiple levels: The physical layout of the
(mainly wired) networks is basically limiting what can be
done at the higher layers, in terms of connectivity and dis-
tances even if the network is suffering from one or more
failures, and it is important to choose wisely the optical
layout in order to get the right tradeoff between reliabili-
ty/availability and cost.
The research on CR at University of Life Science
(UTP), Bydgoszcz, Poland, started with research projects
regarding switching systems, such as the analysis of dis-
tributed structures of telecommunication servers done in
[4]. A distributed telecommunication server consists of
a number of identical, sophisticated, switching modules
that communicate each other with the use of interconnec-
tion network. It is obvious, that the telecommunication
servers provide for their subscribers the same functions
and services as the large switches do. The main problem
which has appeared during analysis of such the systems
was the problem of choosing the interconnection network
structure that links the telecommunication modules. The
solutions from distributed computer systems, especially
the interconnection network structure for telecommuni-
cation servers have been studied. Also here, it is obvi-
ous that the distributed computer systems are very simi-
lar in concept to the studied distributed telecommunica-
tion server, and similarly that the topology of intercon-
nection network determines the efficiency of the entire
system [5], both in distributed computer system and dis-
tributed telecommunication server. The interconnection
network structure should provide very high level of reli-
ability as well as the level of service quality. Among the
analyzed regular interconnection structures (i.e. hyper-
cubes, meshes, Cayley’s graphs, rings etc.) the rings are
the cheapest and the easiest to implement ones, but they
have the lowest connectivity and the highest diameter [6].
The situation is similar for communication networks,
where optical networks are usually constructed on ba-
sis of rings. Optical transmission systems allow for de-
signing high-bandwidth, error-free communication net-
works, with the capacities that have higher orders of mag-
nitude than the traditional networks [7, 8]. The high
data transmission rate is achieved by transmitting infor-
mation through optical signals, and maintaining the sig-
nal in optical form, thus avoiding the necessity of con-
verting it into electronic form temporarily. The applica-
tion of fibers, Optical Add/Drop Multiplexers and Opti-
cal Cross-Connects gives a possibility to create all-optical
networks [9, 10]. In these systems different messages may
use the same link concurrently if they are assigned to dis-
tinct wavelengths, but if the messages are assigned to the
same wavelength then they must use edge-disjoint paths.
Using DWDM technology one can create virtual networks
which can be modelled by the symmetric directed graphs
(digraphs). i.e., a directed graph G with vertex set V(G)
and edge set E(G), such that, if [vi, vj ] is in E(G), then
[vj , vi] is also in E(G). So any edge of digraph connecting
vertices vi and vj can be replaced by two directed edges
[vi, vj ] and [vj , vi] [11].
The research on N2R at Aalborg University (AAU),
Denmark, took its starting point in problems from plan-
ning of broadband networks, in search for better alter-
natives to tree and ring based structures, which are vul-
nerable to single and double failures respectively. More-
over, as stated above, the availability and performance of
broadband networks is getting increasingly critical for the
modern society. It turned out that many of the concept
and problems are similar to those of distributed systems,
which also became an important source of inspiration [6],
as well those of optical networks as described above.
Throughout the years AAU and UTP have done a good
amount of research on network topologies, taking the
starting point in Chordal Rings (CR) and N2R topolo-
gies. This paper gives an overview of the work done over
the last decade. It does not go in deep with the different
topologies, but provides references for further readings.
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The remainder of the paper is divided into four sections.
Section 2 provides the basic notation, and explains basic
definitions, parameters and metrics used. The topologies
based on N2R are then described in Section 3, and the
topologies based on CR are described in Section 4. Fur-
ther work on the topologies, of which a large amount is
done jointly, is described in Section 5. Section 6 finalizes
the paper with conclusion and outlook.
2 Basic notation and definitions
A topology can be represented as a directed or undirected
graph, where in the following we will assume that the
graphs are undirected unless stated otherwise. Moreover,
we shall always assume that the graphs and networks are
connected.
Each graph consists of a set of nodes (also called ver-
tices) connected by a set of lines (also called edges), so
that edge line interconnects exactly two nodes. Since the
graphs are directed we assume that if two nodes (u, v)
are connected, so are (v, u). A path from a source node
u to a destination node v is a set of nodes and lines
(u = u0), e1, u1, e2, u2, en−1, un−1, en, (un = v), where
every line ei connects the nodes ui−1 and ui. The path
length is determined by the number of lines between the
source and destination node; In the previous case, the path
is of length n. The distance between two nodes u and v
is written d(u, v) and is determined by the length of the
shortest path between them. For a node u, the set of nodes
v such that d(u, v) = 1 is said to be the neighbours of u.
Two nodes are said to be connected if and only if they are
neighbours. An important characteristic of a node is its
degree, which describes how many neighbours it has. If
all nodes in a graph has the same degree (say n), then the
graph is said to be regular, or more precisely n-regular.
In general, we will mainly evaluate the topologies on
their average distance and diameter, where the average
distance is the average of the distance, taken over all pairs
Fig. 1: Example of N2R structure
of nodes, and the diameter is the maximum of the dis-
tance, taken over all pairs of nodes.
Obviously, these metrics only describe properties of
topologies when there are no failure situations. In or-
der to also quantify how a given topology performs under
failure, we can also measure the k-average distances and
k-diameters, based on the length of the 2nd, 3rd or k’th
disjoint paths. More details and exact definitions can be
found in [22]. Here, we shall just state that a key con-
cept is the use of disjoint paths, i.e. paths which either
share no lines (or no lines and no nodes), and the length
of first, second and third paths. This reflects the use of
path protection. Alternatively, it is also possible to make
a statistical analysis, where the average distance and di-
ameter is calculated for all possible fault scenarios of 1-2
failures, possibly with a certain probability of failure as-
sociated to each line/node (e.g. depending on the physical
length of a line).
3 N2R
N2R means Network of 2 Rings, and was first described
as such in [2]. However they are subsets of the General-
ized Petersen Graphs, which were first described back in
1950 [3]. As shown in Fig. 1, they consist of two rings,
each of size p: The outer ring, where nodes are connected
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as a classical ring, lines between every node in the outer
ring and the corresponding node in the inner ring, and
lines of the inner ring which connect every q’th node to
each other. By selecting q so that p and q are relatively
prime, it is guaranteed that the inner ring is actually a
ring. Such a topology can be written N2R(p; q). The dis-
tances of this topology were studied in [28], which also
describes other properties including their isomorphisms,
symmetries and table-free routing schemes.
[23] described how the parameters p and q could be
chosen in order to minimize the distances for networks
with a given number of nodes. One of the conclusions
was that it is in most cases possible to minimize aver-
age distance and diameter at the same time, and in the
remaining cases minimizing first diameter and then aver-
age distance will also give average distances very close to
the minimum values. A slightly later study from the same
year [24] was dealing with the distribution of traffic load
on the different links in the network. Yet another study
introduces the “tube” as a more pratical way of deploying
the N2R topologies, and compares the reliability of sin-
gle, double, N2R and N2R tube structures by introduc-
ing up to two faults in the network. The results show that
even when errors are introduced in the network structures,
the N2R structure remain superior. Furthermore, this is
also valid with a smaller margin for the N2R tube struc-
tures. [25] introduces a simple routing scheme for N2R
network structures is proposed. It is essentially table-free,
routing decisions are based on node addresses, and only
few calculations are needed in each node. While it does
not always result in shortest paths being chosen, it is quite
efficient since the chosen paths are only slightly longer
than shortest paths, in particular when q is small com-
pared to p. It is also shown that for most values of p it is
possible to find small values of q which gives minimal or
nearly minimal distances in the resulting network. A later
paper [26] takes this observation a step further, and dis-
cusses different techniques for selecting N2R topologies
which result in short distances given the proposed routing
scheme. Another enhancement of the topological routing
proposed previously can be found in [27].
4 Chordal Rings
The transmissions properties of the networks which are
constructed of basis simple rings (we take the probabil-
ity of call rejection as the of quality parameter) are quite
poor in comparison with the other types of graphs. The
simplest possible method of improvement of transmission
properties of meaning interconnection structures is the use
of additional edges called chords. The rings with addi-
tional edges linking nodes are denoted in the literature the
chordal rings, which are quite simple, extensible and have
good transmission abilities [12]. Moreover, using regular
and symmetric topologies makes it possible to reduce the
complexity of routing and restoration schemes, making
network planning and management easier.
Chordal ring is a ring with additional arcs called chords.
Chordal ring is defined by the pair (p,Q), where w de-
notes the number of nodes of the ring and Q denotes the
set of chord lengths Q ⊆ {1, 2, . . . , bp/2c}. Each chord
of length q ∈ Q connects every two nodes of the ring
that are at distance q. The chordal ring will be further de-
noted as G(p; 1, q1, . . . , qi), q1 < · · · < qi. In general,
the degree of chordal rings is 2i, unless there is a chord
of length p/2. In this case w should be even and rings’
degree is 2i − 1 [6].
The authors in own publication [13, 14, 15] have an-
alyzed parameters and properties of many chordal rings
in dependence of its nodes degrees. After establishing
the cooperation with Aalborg University, the common re-
search were concentrated on searching how to transform
basic chordal rings in order to obtain new, modified regu-
lar structures possessing better transmission properties as
described in the following section.
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Fig. 2: Example of CR structure
5 Further works
After getting to know the related work on CR and N2R
the collaboration between the two universities started to
take off. A study was conducted comparing the distances
in N2R and CR, which showed that the N2R generally
had lower distances than CR for topologies with the same
number of nodes, especially for topologies with large or
very large numbers of nodes. In addition to the usual dis-
tance measures, also k-average distance and k-diameter
was calculated for k up to 3.
A further decrease in distances of N2R was proposed
by having two inner rings instead of just one. By hav-
ing different jump lengths of these two inner rings it is
shown that the distances are significantly reducedwhile
the topologies are still 3-regular and 3-connected. It is
a minor drawback that these new topologies are less sym-
metric, but we show that the distance parameters are quite
similar regardless of which node in the network they are
measured from [29]. A similar scheme was proposed for
the CR, and the results compared to those of N2R [30].
This work also lead to one of the first joint papers between
the researchers in Aalborg and Bydgoszcz, namely [16].
This paper analyses degree 4 CR with two different chord
lengths. Formulas for approximating diameters and aver-
age path lengths are provided and verified, and it is shown
that the distances in these are significantly smaller than
in traditional CR and N2R, and also smaller than modi-
fied N2R for topologies with up to 1500 nodes. Despite
the proposed topology being of degree 4, and the modified
N2R of degree 3, they may be better suited for the optical
level of fiber rings, due to its easy mapping onto the ring.
It seems to be superior also to the traditional CR, but it
is not node symmetric. The work was also continued in
another joint paper, namely [31].
In addition to the ongoing work on distances, a good
amount of research in Aalborg was dealing with reliability
in N2R networks, specifically on protection and restora-
tion mechanisms [32] [33].
The joint work at this point was now focusing more
on describing more variants of both CR and N2R, and
describing their characteristics mainly in terms of dis-
tances. This was to a large extend based on the con-
cept of ideal and optimal graphs, which was first used
by the researchers from Bydgoszcz [34]. This method-
ology was also applied to the N2R topologies in [35].
At the same time the concept of Topological Routing,
which was mainly used in Aalborg was also applied to
the CR topologies in [36] as well as for other degree 3
networks [37].
[17] extends the work on CR by comparing 4th de-
gree CR to 6th degree CR, focusing on topologies with
different chord lengths. It is shown that, as expected,
significantly shorter distances can be obtained when the
node degrees are higher. Also, more comparative stud-
ies were done together, such as [18] where optimal and
ideal graphs were used in deriving expressions for aver-
age distances and diameters for N2R and CR with de-
gree 3 and two different chord lenghts. Based on this a
comparative study was made, showing that especially for
large graphs this gives shorter distances than the original
CR and N2R.
The same methods were used for evaluation of degree
5 CR with different chord lengths [20] [21] and for com-
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paring different degree 6 CR [19].
6 Conclusion and Discussion
In this paper we have summarized highlights of the work
on Chordal Rings, N2R, and a number of other topologies
derived from these. It gives an overview of many of the
topologies that we have studied, and an introduction to the
most important methods used during the studies. While
focus has been on providing the overview, references are
provided for more in-depth descriptions of the results.
The paper is a tribute to Professor and Dean Antoni
Zabłudowski, who was a main driver for the work and
collaboration, and an important source of inspiration for
the researchers involved. The work started out from dif-
ferent perspectives, i.e. planning of broadband networks
at AAU, and telecommunication/optical networks at UTP.
However, it turns out that the problems related to network
topologies are very similar. In addition to a large amount
of joint work on the topologies, the universities have also
collaborated on application fields such as broadband plan-
ning and optical networks
In the future, work will continue on describing and
comparing potential network topologies. However, mak-
ing the theoretical results obtained useful in practical sce-
narios is another important problem currently being ad-
dressed, including the development of automatic and semi
automatic tools for network planning and design.
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